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APRIL 4, 1959

Porter Fired For Mixing' Passengers

After 19 Years

•
Man Who Escaped Mob
Faces Murder Trial

On Way To Meet His Fate

List 3 Charges
Against Harris

An Illinois Central train porter, H. H. Harris of 765
in
Chestnut at., charged last week that he was suspended from
SOMEHA IEEE — A 77-year-old ('ME minister, who were afraid to testify freely
1Fayette county.
his job because he followed his conductor's orders to seat
fled from his home and family in Fayette county as KlansSON FEARFUL
Negro and white passengers without segregating them.
men sought to lynch him, and threatened to set his home
One son, Rev. John Henry Dodlives
who
minister
trial
Baptist
on
a
ed,
went
son,
Harris appeared at a formal IC hearing in Chicago
surrender
and
out
he
came
unless
on fire
Detroittold the court that he
March 24 and vigorously denied
here last Monday, 19 years and one week to the day after was fearful about appearing in the
charges of insubordination, failure is public for 'going over hie
making his miraculous escape.
: county, and that some unidentito handle passengers' baggage and head" and writing to the superinunsigned
in
written
since
had
Dodthere
held
Burton
fied persons
He has been
The minister, Rev.
failure to keep his cars clean. He tendent.
letters to Detroit warning him not
son, who evaded a hooded mob es- lieu of $25,000 bond.
is awaiting the results of this According to the porter, Trainfor the trial.
appear
to
timated at 100, is charged with
hearing and remains off the com- master Nash met him at the trim
Rev. Dodson is being representAnother son, Joe Dodson, the
the first-degree slaying of Depuas passengers were debarking and
of Memty Sheriff 0. B. Burrow. He was ed by Atty. J. F. Estes
only near relative of the accused
A veteran
paYroll. of 34 years service
pany
arrested as a fugitive from jus- phis, who tried unsuccessfully to remain in the county after the
with Illinois Central, Harris told
tice in East St. Louis, Ill., last last week to have the trial heard incident, testified that he had
the Tri-State Defender that he has
•'some feeling" about the trial, but
Sept. 22, where he had been workbeen a target of certain IC offiin another county on the grounds that lit had lived in Fayette counTay"Charles
as
living
ing and
cials for several months because
the defendant ty es er since his father vanished,
lor," and returned to Somerville. that witnesses for
he seats his passengers "as is
and that no one had bothered himmost convenient for them to deduring that time.
bark at their destination."
MENTAL EXAM
the
BULLETIN
took
minister
The elderly
stand, and when asked if he was
R,
HARRIS, ILLINOIS
R.
afraid of being tried there, anCENTRAL RAILROAD PORT.
swered, "Well, yes, in a way. The
ER, MONDAY RECEIVED A
Africans have been threatREGISTERED LETTER FROM
ening to kill me if I don't go back
J. J. BERSCHINSKI, TRAINto North Africa with them."
Joseph R. Ray, assistant to the
MASTER, INFORMING RIM
He has complained of hearing
administrator of the Housing and
THAT "YOU ARE HEREBY
voices in his cell ever since he
Home Finance Agency's Minority
DISMLSSED FROM THE SERago. Reverend Dobson, who
shot this picture of the Rev.
DESPITE EFFORTS of five
Group department, Washington, D.
VICE OF THE ILLINOIS CEN.
See TRIAL, Page 2
was brought to Somerville,
Burton Dobson, 77, on his way
deputy sheriffs from Fayette
C., will be the principal speaker
TRAL RAILROAD."
Tenn., from east St. Louis, Ill.,
to the Fayette county courtDefender
county, Tri-State
Sunday afternoon, April 5, at 3:15
ACCORDING TO THE I,ETfor the trial, says he is not
room to face charges of alas•
Photographer Howard Pulley
p. m., at the Progressive Baptist
TER, HARRLS WAS DISCHARGguilty.
years
19
deputy
a
Fayette
ing
church on the subject of rights
ED AFTER 34 YEARS SERVICE
and privileges under the housing
TO KEEP
FOR "FAILURE
program.
CARS CLEAN ASSIGNED TO
is
to
Memphis
Mr. Ray's visit
YOU ON TRAIN NO. 4, ALSO
R. R. HARRIS
being sponsored by the Memphig.
FAILURE TO HANDLE BAG.
Z.
which
d,
of
Baptist Brotherhoo
IN
RS
PASSENGE
FOR
I want to see
GAGE
"Boy,
said,
.
,
L. Bonner is president.
NASHVILLE — More than 2.000
THESE CARS, AND YOUR IN. 'CURSED ME'
"Our main reason for bringing
Unaware of who he was, Harris
SUBORDINATION ON ARRIVAL
teachers from all parts of the state
him here is to acquaint the public
gathered on the camplus of TennesOF TRAIN NO. 4 Al' CHICAGO told him he was busy assisting
with the facts regarding their
passengers."
see A and 1 State university for
MARCH 14, 1959. .
rights and privileges under t h a
"Mr. Nash started ordering me
two days of educational sessions at
He said he received these in- around and cursing and he grabhousing program," Mr. Bonner
the annual Tennessee Education
structions from Robert - Stitcher, bed me by the coat and pulled Me
said.
Congress last week.
and reported what had hap' one of the conductors on the Mem- down from the train steps," HasMANY HIT HARD
Elected president of the congress A LeMoyne college student, who to people if you want to get along lion
lieutenant
police
a
and
phis-New Orleans train on which ris said.
"Many of our citizens in MemAnd installed at the npening ses- called police last week to com-lin the world. You want us to do you pened
out to the school. Mr. Isabel liarris works.
Shortly afterwards, Harris was
phis have been forced to move
sion was William II. Fort, former plain that vandals had broken his a favor, and you can't get any-:came
the 'DON'T QUOTE ME'
suspended and ordered tot h •
principal. He suc- car window while he was attend- where talking like that. Do youlsaid that the lieutenant made
school
Nashville
JOSEPH It. RAY
n of the matter. G. J. Nash, terminal trainmas- March 24th hearing.
See SPEAKS, Page 2
ceeded Isaiah Goodrich of Mem- ing class, found that the pair who know what I mean?'" the studenCproper investigatio
'i He said the same officers cruised ter at Chicago's Central station
phis.
answered his call were more in- said the officer inquired.
checking refused to discuss Harris' suspenThe convention's general session terested in teaching him how to Mr. Isabel said he told the of- by as the lieutenant was
but they sion with the Tri-State Defender.
was held in H. A. Kean hall and talk than they were in capturing ficer he knew what he meant and on the window breaking,
In answer to a question regardeducators heard Dr. Alvin P. Lov- the culprits.
the policeman then said, "Now, did not stop.
ing IC's policy with regard to seging, associate professor of educa- The student was Joseph Isabel, Do you have your car insured?" Thugs have been shattering the
regation, he said:
tion at the University of Michigan a sophomore, of 772 Hanky st., He answered "Yes" a second time windows of late model cars at Le"That', handled by top managedeliver the address on the general one of several students at the and the officer cursed, got in the Moyne during the past few weeks, ment. We do not discriminate in
theme of the meeting, "The Teach- school, who have had their car squad car with his partner and and one student, Freeman Robin- Chicago. What they do elsewhere.
son, a junior, has had windows in I do not know. But don't quote me
er — Builder of a Better World." windows shattered during the past they drove away in great haste,
Rev, W. Herbert Brewster, pas.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Floor action is expected soon
OPENING SESSION
Mr. Isabel said that the officers his automobile smashed by some on
"
few weeks by thugs.
tor of East Trigg Avenue Baptist
estabto
bill
this'
-the
on
occasions.
atives
In the U. S. House of Represent
Presiding at the opening session "When the officer came he asked arrived for the investigation about type of metal on two
Harris disagrees with Nash on church and chairman of the eduyear, windows of ..
this
n point. He insists that every cation board of the National Baplish a Centennial commission for the observance in 1962 for TEC supervisors was Mrs. me if my car was insured and I 3:30 p. m. Wednesday, March 25, Earlier in the
atii
shattered
were
Shelby
cars
of
think to get teachers'
effort is made to seat Negro pas. tist convention will be guest speakries of land grant colleges and state Elizabeth Townsend
.nniversa
answered 'yes,'" Mr. Isabel said. but that he did not
of the 100th .
Carnes elementary, Manassas and] sengers in the forward coach with er at the American Baptist Theocounty. It featured an address by "The officer said, 'Look sow, their identification.
polieel
but
schools,
Peabody
universities and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
of
high
white persons being directed to the logical seminary on Founders'
the police sta- Hamilton
Dr. Willard Goslin
you have got to learn how to talk The student called
lhave so far been unable to find rear cars. However, Harris said, Day, to be observed at the school
college.
The Wu was introduced by Rep.
those responsible for the vandal the system of using cards to aid in Nashville on May 5.
Emanuel Celler of New York, committee, which has already ap- Participants for the first time
ism.
segregation in Chicago has ceas- Roth Founders' day and the Oarchairman of the House Judiciary proved the measure.
on a statewide level were school
nett-Nabrit lectures will he held
Tennessee A and I State univer- secretaries and special education
11111111111111I111111111114 ed.
1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111
of
May 5-8. Music for Founder's day
HOW IT STARTED
sity at Nashville is one of the 68 teachers. Serving as chairman
Mrs.
of three children, will be presented by the New Hope
father
was
The
section
unistate
secretaries'
and
colleges
the
e
9
grant
Deadlin
land
April
Harris said the insubordination Baptist church choir and the Semiversities located in all 50 states Polly A. Walker of Memphis.
charges against him grew out of nary chorus.
Faces College Men
Special educational consultants
and Puerto Rico.
a letter he wrote to R. 0. Bodell, Speakers for the Garnett-Nabrit
were Dr. Calvin 0. Atchinson, asLIST COLLEGES
Seeking Deferment
superintendent of Illinois Central lectures, starting May 6, will inpsychology.
Among the others are Arkansas sociate professor of
railroad. Nash had criticized Har- clude Rev. C. A. W. Clark, of
supervisor of
AM&N college, Fort Valley State Dr. Forrest Evans,
College students who want to be ris for using a lantern In his work. Dallas; Dr. Garland K. Offutt and
Nina
Mrs.
college in Georgia, Virginia State, special education;
deferred by their draft boards
Harris explained that he h a d Rev, Wayne Oates, Louisville; Dr.
West Virginia State, Florida A&M Thurman, county supervisor; Miss
have until Thursday, April 9, to given a warning signal with the Edward McDowell, of Wake For.
departstate
AlaThompson,
State,
Mildred
university, Kentucky
get application blanks from local light to protect a passenger. He eat, N. C.: and Rev. M. H. Rib.
Robama A&M, Southern A&M uni- ment of education, and Mrs.
board offices.
said the trainmaster berated him bins, of Chattanooga.
versity, Prairie View A & M, Al- berta P. Wright, special education
The test will be given April 30
corn A&M, Langston and Lincoln staff of Tennessee A and I State.
at colleges all over the country.
university, North Carolina A&T, Furnishing music for the generand may be taken In Memphis
South Carolina A & M and Mary- al meeting was the Nashville Pearl
LeMoyne college and Memphis
dithe
under
High school chorus
land State.
State university.
Lathon.
The Centennial commission, the rection of W. C.
Draft board members use the
legislation provides, shall cooperscore made by a student on the
instiCollege Qualification test to deate with states, land grant
tutions and local bodies in plantermine whether he should be
Charge Handy Fund
il, w a • re.
concerned
All
s.
ning celebration
granted a deferment.
Policeman Jewel Joubert, of MarIchalne
Raiser Took Money
are urged to submit plans for obApplicants for deferment must
for what
force
police
Memphis
the
from
cently suspended
servances. Federal funds will he
he students at the time that
Donated For Blind
as "neglect of duty."
provided to assist in the celebrathey take the test, and are anew- Chief James C. MacDonald described
situationi
NEW YORK — A fund raiser
tions.
ed to take it only once.
Chief MacDonald would not elaborate on the
for the W. C. Handy Foundation
MORRILL ACT
Shelby County Boards irt, 94,
was neglected by the patrolman and
duty
what
just
to
esas
was
accused
been
system
The land grant
for the Blind has
RS 104 and 105 are located in
tablished by the Morrill A c t, of keeping 90 per cent of the
the WAN building on Main at., said that the officer would be back,
police
which was signed into law by $35,216 collected to aid blind
south of Beale and are open from on the force April 21. The suspen-,as member of the city's
President Abraham Lincoln July persons in distress. He is David
forces.
R a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Monday
days.
30
sion was for
2. 1862. The sponsor of the act A. Ulrey, of New Rochelle, N. Y.
through Friday.
27. Howthe night of M
Robert Kelly,
ON TARGET
Jewel Joubert was one of the
was Rep. Justin Morril, Vermont,
men must register withIllrey denied having stolen
clevoffensive
Young
of
bit
this
ever,
Chapel,
Barrett
formal
representing
wave of Negro policemen emfirst
IR
he
that
becoming
said
but
after
ENTERTAINS POPE — Miss Vera a blacksmith's son, whose
blind,
days
in
five
the
from
erness wasn't enough as Warended at the age of 15.
plants a left uppercut smack
by the city of Memphis
ployed
of
regardless
age,
of
no longer raise money for
years
Pearl Little. noted Memphis born education
would
dean came roaring bark to
elected to the Senon target against Kortrecht's
the police force. He has been
on
not.
or
students
are
mezzo-soprano, will perform be- He was later
they
decithe fund which was established
whether
unanimous
pound out a
Wardean Trent in the Triinvolved in numerous controverby the late W. C. Handy.
fore Pope John XXIII and the Col- ate.
sion and cop the Open Ban•
11111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIMMIO sial incidents during his tenture
Under the Morrill act, a grant
State Boxing finale held in
lege of Cardinals in a concert of
,
title.
%eight
11111111Milltellt
m
ta
church Park auditot him on
iinitiouttimmintiumnitimuitill11111
sacred music in the Vatican Sat- See 1111,1„ Page 2
urday, April 4. A Manassas high
school graduate. Miss Little re•
celved her bachelor of music tram
Talledega college. She is t h e
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rooker
we could set will aid any orngram which proSince then, I have talked In mem- Beale street where
without regard to race
T. Little of 121 N. Rembert. She
segregation.
a n d tel lobby where eye examinations
up for a couple of days a week motes
of
since
and
mind
change
Flo.
quick
committee
B.
Madame
A
the
of
with
bers
has tudied
CALLS BACK
The tests began in Peabody hohave left Negro Memphis are being offered in connection However, in a matter of min- wt want to make the free tests and reach them. We would like to
and
Memphis
heart
of
MeCleave
and will run through
rence
persons as have some suggestions on a lo- tel Monday
Ber- motorists in the dark on the free with Traffic Safety Week.
According to Dr. Peters,
Dr. Peters phoned the Tri- available to as many
Is presently singing with the
utes,
askFriday.
Defender
Tri-State
the
When
giv- eye check program of the West
and realizing that many cation."
lin Municipal Opera. She has
jr., who State Defender and had this to possible,
"They will reliably measure acuity
Nor- Tennessee Optometric association ed Dr. Henry N. Peters,
Negroes would not come TRI-STATE rOLICY
en concerts in Switrerland,
depth perception, field of vision
if Ne- say:
unaware
project,
the
of
charge
obviously
hotel,
is
in
Is
Dr.
Peters
Peabodr
Shelby
and
Memphis
In and the
lobby of the
way. Sweden and Germany
the "When I first talked to you, I to the
Dereceive
to
and similar visual abilities necesthe
welcome
Tri-State
ttee.
of
commi
were
policy
groes
not
is
the
there
Safety
of
Traffic
wondering if
lest she received a Fullbright County
had just entered my office a nil we were
for safe driving."
replied:
sary
never
he
s,
and
has
never
examination
which
or
ns
banave.
Vance
fender
organizatio
have
These
some place on either
award to study for a year at the
open to the public had not had a chance to think.
is
this
"Yes,
the
hofrom
Peabody
Negroes
ned
ate conservatory in Paris.

Federal Housing Aide
Speaks Here April 5

Goodrich Bows
Out As TEC
President

•

Policeman Shows He's

More Interested In
'Yes Sir' Than Thugs

Rev.Brewster
To Speak On
Founders Day

Bill Would Activate
Colleges' Contennial

Good, But Not Enough

JoubertSuspendedFrom
Police Force 30 Days

Free Eye Tests 'For White Drivers Only

I
.

Bright Futures For
Young in Food Field
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Worried Girl Wants
Beau's Script Read
because he gets in such a hurry
By RUFUS COLEMAN
to say something that he says it
Certified Grapho Analyst
The more mature man investi- without knowing whether it is
gates and thinks for himself. The true. He probably brags a good
less mature man listens and re- deal about what he owns because
members what the "other" fellow he is highly possessive. He wants
says. Which brings to mind the to own a lot of things and whether
he can afford them or not he will
thought of a man
talk about them until he believes
for whom we
he has them.
made an analysGive notice to the hooks at the
is a few weeks
beginning of words. They show a
ago. After receivdesire for possession: he is self
ing his analysis,
concious, too, and that makes
he said: "Mr. •+'
him do all that he can to leave
Coleman, how is
a good impression. Something like
It that a person's .<a.
41ttia44!
putting his best foot forward. His
character or per.
friends are likely to say that he
can be
•
is smart. He is eager to learn
so accurately reHowever, he is not using that abilvealed through
ity.
their handwrit- Mr. Coleman
bag?
.
MAKING FAIR GRADES
This man didn't ask if handwritIt seems he is in college and
ing could be analyzed for he had making fair grades. He should get
investigated and found out for him- down to work and earn the grades
self. And now was investigating he could. If he were doing the
further. We answered him by say- best he could it would be different
with members of the organizaBeta sorority during a "theHONOR STUDENTS HONORing honest effort to read char- but he just isn't nixing. Another
tion during intermission. T h e
ater party" given here last
ED — Representatives from
acter by handwriting is not quack- you will note if you place a ruler
thewas one of the activities
local
party
the
week at one of
honor societies at all of the
ery as many people suppose. Ev- under the base line of writing, is
planned by the Zetas during
eters, and here the youngMemphis Negro high schools
erything we do bespeaks some- that some of the letters hit the
"Finer Womanhood Week."
sters are seen posing
were guests of the Zeta Phi
thing of our character. The way line and others do not. Such wriwe walk, talk, sit, stand, eat and ers are capable of adapting themSleep surely portray, to some ex- selves to many conditions. They
tent, our character and tells some- do many things fairly well but usthing of our past. In handwriting, natty that is all.
we do this in more or less permsThis is what the young man'
tent record.
I writing says, and it should help
Summed up our hand- the girl understand him better. To
writing, when properly analyz- get the truth your handwriting Kace
ed, gives an accurate and unbias- reveals submit a page of your
•
enclose $1.00 and
Orbiting at a speed of 18,000 ists to revise their predictions.
ed inventory of us as we are to- writing in ink;
a stamped return envelope. Or to
!miles per hour, the U. S. Van- 1 With the launching of a second
day.
learn more of the rules for analyzguard I satellite completed its! vanguard satellite on Feb. 17, the
FOR THIS WEEK
ing handwriting, enclose $1.50 for
3,918th time around the earth on! United States now has four satelfrom
will
specimen
is
conference
This week's
the book entitled "Secrets Your A race relations
March 17, its first anniversary in lites up there in company of Rusbe held on the campus of LeMoyne
a young lady who is exceedingly Handwriting Reveals."
sia's Sputnik 3. Transmission
outer space.
unhappy, concerning her b o y
on
Saturday,
April
4,
uncollege
Address to R. L. Coleman, GraLaunched on St. Patrick's day equipment in Vanguard II confriend. She has taken about five pho Analyst, 236 S. Wellington, der the sponsorship of the col- of 1958, the satellite has more tains four diffused base germanipages to tell us about him, which Tri - State Defender, Memphis, lege's division of social sciences.
than fulfilled original expectations, um transistors designed by Bell
Directing it will be Miss Martelle
was not necessary. His handwritthanks in part to two Bell Labora- Laboratories and manufactured by
ing tells his side of the story.
Trigg.
tories inventions. The solar bat- Western Electric.
Calls Cops Robbers
In this case after getting the genAdmission to the conference tery and the transistor both lay
(UPI)
—Police
gave
LONDON—
doing
was
eral idea that the boy
meetins and session will be by major roles in the collection and
something that did not meet his chase to a motorist Friday on the invitation only, Miss Trigg explain- transmission of information from
girl friend's approval we put her suspicion he was a thief.
ed, and more than 125 persons the satellite to receiving stations
letter aside and let him tell his The motorist stepped on the have been invited to attend.
on the earth.
side of the story as revealed in gas, was clocked at 70 miles an
Fred Routh, of the Southern ReSignals are sent to earth by a The Seventh Annual Career Conhour, smashed into another car
his writing.
gional conference, will deliver an
transmitter which ference will be held at Tougaloo
First of all he talks too much and fled into an apartment house. address at 10:00 a. m. in the col- transistorized
is powered by solar batteries. Southern Christian college on Satand shades the truth. He would Through a back door and back lege lecture hall.
These signals are still as strong urday, April 11. A large number
certainly deny it if he were ac- streets he raced to the nearest
At 11 a. ,m. discussion groups as those sent a year ago. Another of students from all over the state
cused of lying. He doesn't lie: he police station to report:
will meet. Those scheduled to con- transmitter, which was powered are expected to attend the con.
simply does not tell the truth,1 He had been chased by thieves. duct them are John Spence, reby chemical batteries, has long ference. The guest speaker will
porter for the Memphis Press- since ceased to function.
be A. Maceo Walker, or., of MemScimitar; Louise Young, of the
The life of Vanguard I has been phis. Mr. Walker is president
LET
US
ALL
Tenn.
Council
on
Human
RelaAs you slug
estimated at about 2,000 years. of the Universal Life Insurance
ATTEND THE
lions. Rev. Will D. Campbell, M Earlier estimates were for some company, Tri-State Bank of MemYour Hymns of Praise
CHURCH OF
the National Council of Churches; 200 years, but additional data and phis and the Memphis Mortgage
and either John Hope, jr., of calculations recently led scient• Guaranty company.
OUR CHOICE
at
Fisk university or C. H. Parrish,
EASTER MORN
of the University of Louisville.
The conference will terminate
with a general assembly in the
Please accept ow
afternoon.

y-a,f,„

"The future was never brighter! In a round table discussion op.
for young people trained in the: ening the Institute Mrs. Solona C.
foods area," National Restaurant' McDonald, director American Die.
association treasurer, Harry Akin tetic Association Internship iso•
told senior commercial dietetics Mrs. Jane Stokes, Clinic dietici
Administra
and institution management stu- at the Veterans
dents at the Annual Banquet dos-, hospital, brought out the fact that
ing out two profitable days of the new emphasis in public health
studying current, critical issues in r.utrician is the joint approach
the commercial foods industry at tieing in both public and private
Tuskegee institute last week,
agencies to function as a team.
The speaker pointed out the need
SCHOOL LUNCHES
for trained people in top manage-,
The school lunch program was,
ment and in every phase of the
restaurant business. He said, used as an example where this ap.k.
"The industry is alert to talented proach has served to strengthen
and improve the service for which
people and is concerned less and
the program is established.
less with race and other restrict' In the area of managemen,
tog criteria."
Richard Williams of the Gree•
In tracing the development of R
the industry he said it has become field Mills Restaurant, Columbus
in,ess
bmuhasioo
nsin
buildinge
plac agohoudof
on the
the fourth largest retail business O
relations
in America doing an annual gross
85
per
He
stated
that
of 16 billion dollars.
cent of managerial ability is
KEEP THEM HAPPY
I based upon personality factors.
"Service is what keeps custom- ! The entire afternoon was deers coming back and if you treat I voted to new innovations in the
them as you would a guest in, food industry to meet the demands
your home the word will get of a growing and more selective
around," Mr. Akin stated.
He, audience. Participating were Dr.
told the guests that more than! Benjamin T. Burton of the H.
Amerapproaching
in
ever we are
at
' Heinz company eesearch
ica the European concept of dinServing as chairman of the ing. He believes thoroughly in the:
theater party was Miss Erlla in-service
for
plan
training
Clanton of the Melrose High building an efficient working
school faculty. Mrs. Mildred force in the business.
Horse is basileus of the gradThis program, begun at Tuskedate chapter. (Withers Photo) gee institute in 1936 has gained
recognition all over the nation.
Graduates are to be found in every section of the country in jobs
of responsibility. They staff many
of the college boarding units, direct hospital feeding services
many essential Members el the Interfraternity
and perform
council and Panhellenic council at
services,
Memphis Stab university, Christ.
ian Brothers college, Southwest:etaoin uldrhs cmfwyp jqkgbv xz.
Beauticians
ern, Siena colbge, Memphis School
•
of Commer t and LeMoyne col.
The famous Booker T. Washlege, along
h interested people,
ington 45 piece string orchestra
participated it a city-wide Easter
convenstate
annual
fourth
The
from Atlanta, Ga., will be preSeal drive
Friday, March 20.
sented in Bruce Hall of LeMoyne tion of the Tennessee Progressive
The group,tdentified as an Eascollege on April 18 by the Sigma Beauticians association will con- ter Seal Searice Volunteer one,
vene at Gorine Beauty college at marched frost 2:00 to 9:00 p.
Gammo Rho Sorority.
from May 17 "The follovaup
449 Beale st
appeal in supp
The director of the orchestra,
through May 20, Mrs. Margaret of the 1959 Ester Seal
Campaign
Mrs. Linnie C. Green, holds a B.
Pembroke, the president an- was planned b behalf of Crippled
A. degree from Spelman college;
nounced last week.
Children's friaids who have not,
and M. A. from Atlanta univerMembers of the organization yet contributd." Dr. C. C. (Sonsity; and has done further study
met there on Sunday, March 15, ny) Humphrets, chairman of the
t North WesternSchool fM
to make plans for the event.
appeal said.
sic and
Columbia
University
.
Contributions to Easter Seals in
School of Music.
Memphis are teed to help finance
Mrs. Green, a recient of many!
the Speech al Hearing Center, a
awards and is at present a teachWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The program of c rdinated assistance
er at the BTW school of Atlanta. SmithcosomneianintIonsatitvuotiriotnabrleepobrotnsanit for
epileptics Ind a camping proA special feature in the Rhoman- has
gram in Shetiy County and a •
la program will be the Miss Rho- za of beetles — 30,000 of them, state camp. l
mania contest. Contestants are; c. L. Cartwright, a U. S. National
Mr. Humphrtys said that about
Dorothy Cook, Alice Morgan, Jose- i Museum entemologist, collected 90 per cent cl all funds raised
phine Jones, Helen Tolliver, Ca-1 the beetles in El Salvador an& during the empaign remains
rol Bass, Lois Elaine Jones and has turned them over to the: within the stab. The remainder
Carole Marie Brown.
I Smithsonian insect collection.
I supports the aaional program.

LeMoyne Hosts Vanguard I Completes
Famed Atlanta
Relations 3,918 Turn In Orbit Band To Play
on a pril 4
In Bruce Hall
A. M. Walker To
Speak At Confab

Eastertime

r

installations
Held At Avery

GREETINGS
and best wishes foe a
Happy Easter

Harris Dept. Stores and Greeners
Beale and Hernando - Firestone and Thomas
Chelsea at Hollywood

TRI-STATE BANK
Of Memphis
OFFERS YOU

Civic Club To
PresentSpringThe
Fashion Show

YM&W club held its anniversary and installation services
recently at Avery Chapel A. M. E.
church.
City wide talent was enjoyed by
the large attendance of members
The Hyde Park Hollywood Civic
and
friends. Officers were insetted
club will present a Spring Fashion and musical program on Thurs. by Rev. Louis Patrick,
day night, April 9, beginning at The next scheduled meeting of
8:00 in the Hyde Park Elementary the club will take place on April
school auditorium, and all persons, 5. 4 p. m., at the home of Mrs.
who would like to participate in Marv
• Gray,of 1232 Latham at,
it are invited to call either Mrs. Mrs. Altura Lee is the president
Lucille Joyner at BRoadway 5-8835 and Miss Mary Gray the reporter.
or Mrs. Louise Robinson at
BRoadway 6-9487.
Best Wishes For A
The club is extended a special
invitation to tots and teen models.
Other clubs and social groups are
also asked to send representatives.
Installation services for the juTo All Our Friends
nior auxiliary officers of the civic
club will be held on Thursday
From
night, April 16, at the Hill Chapel
Baptist church beginning at 7:30
P. m•
Rev. Montgomery Winfield is
CLOTHIERS
president of the club.
925 MAIN
1119111811111111111111111191111111111111911111111111111111111111111'

Joyous Easter
Stewarts-Olshine

Men Outnumber
Women 2-1 On
Wis, Campuses

Easter

MADISON -- (UPU—Men outnumber women nearly 74 on the
campuses of the Wisconsin state
colleges, a survey reported Saturday.
At some of the colleges the
ratio is 4-3, but at the Institute
of Technology at Plattesville, the
ratio is 298-1. The lone coed is
a part-time mineralogy student.

Greetings
It is a glorious message . . . a
heritage of th• wants and rights
of our fellow man.

Ed's Camera Shop
1279 MADISON

nutegintrailitinittentatill111111timmgaginunagg,

OUR BANK
Is Never Closed
To Its Depositors
We shall be glad to have you call at your convenience
and inspect tl,is new unique service.

TRI-STATE BANK
OF MEMPHIS
Member
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

386 Beale Street

JA 7-8418

'and they found th,* stone
rolled away icons the
sepulchre"...
Luke 2;.

UHN HIMTiq
LET US ALL ATTEND THE CHURCH
OF OUR CHOICE EASTER MORN.

Henderson Business College
520 LINDEN
"Whore Dreas
m Come True"
Accredited by the Accreditation Commission
of Rueiftess Schools
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Schools March
ChoridCrippled
ren Fund

To
Meet At Gonne

i Beetles Bonanza

BAPTIST
1\7Eicr

BEGINNING EASTER SUNDAY
MARCH 29 THRU APRIL 10, 1959
CHAIRMAN and Co-CHAIRMEN.
REV. J. W. WILLIAMS
REV. L. H. ALCIDGE
REV. H. H. HARPER

PARTICIPATING CHURCHES AND PATORS:
NEW ERA M. B. CHURCH
FIRST BAPTIST M. B. CtACH
Rev. Frank Brisco
(LAUDERDALE) Reviit. Nabrit
MT. CARMEL M. B. CHURCH
ST. JOHN M. B. CHURC
Rev. W. T. Grafton
Rev A. M. Williams
SALEM-GILFIELD M. B. CHURCH
FIRST BAPTIST M. B. fliCH (Beale)
Rev. A. L. McCargo
!
Rev. E. J. Wilson
METROPOLITAN M. B. CHURCH
NEW HOPE M. B. CHLO
Rev. S. A. Owen
Rev. C. B. Burg
CUMMING ST. M. B. CHURCH
ST. STEPHENS M. B. CRCH
Rev. W. L. Vornado
Rev. 0. C. Crivins
TREE OF LIFE M. B CHURCH
PRINCE OF PEACE M. CHURCH
Rev. W. P Scott
R ev. J. L. Ward
ST. MATTHEW M. B. CHURCH
GREATER MIDDLE BAST M. B.
Rev. H. H. Harper
CHURCH
GREATER MT. ZION M. B. CHURCH
.
Rev. B. L. Hooks
Rev. E. V. McGhee
UNION VALLEY M.!LURCH
MT. VERNON M. B. CHURCH
Rev. R. S. Ruckett
Rev. J. L. Netters
NEW BETHEL M. R. JRCH
MT. NEBO M. B. CHURCH
(Hyde Park)
Rev. Roy Love
Rev. N. A. Crawfori
NEW SHILOH M. B. CHURCH
PILGRIM REST M. HIURCH
(Orange Mound)
Rev. C. M. Lee
Rev. N. Gray
MT. PLEASANT M.',MACH
LANE AVE. M. B. CHURCH
(4th and Keel) Rev. M. Henderson
Rev. J. W. Williams
MT. CALVARY M. 1HURCH
Rev. E. L. Blair
GREATER WHITE STONE M.B. CHURCH
GREATER MT. PLItINT M. B.
Rev. A. R. Williams
CHURCH
ELLIS GROVE M. B. CHURCH
Rev. L. H. Aldrido
Rev. C. Jones
LITTLE ROCK M. nURCH
HOPEWELL M. B. CHURCH
Rev. E. H. Johns(
Rev. L. M. McNeil
ANTIOCH M. B. UCH
MT. MARIAH M. B. CHURCH
Rev. Brady Johru
Rev. R. W. Narsworthy
OLIVET M. B. OM
NEW MORNING STAR M. B. CHURCH
Rev. E. W. Willian
Rev. R. S. Bates
SHILOH M. B. CHill (Utah)
FIRST BAPTIST M. B. CHURCH
Rev. T. F. Manila
(Chelsea)
BETHLEHEM M. ;BURCH
Rev. Van J. Malone
Rev. R. W. Tayk
ZION HILL M. B. CHURCH
FAITH TEMPLE S. CHURCH
Rev. R W. Taylor
Rev. Gaiter Kira
REV. J. L. NETTERS, Secretary
REV W. P. SCOTT, Ch,
'
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IC Porter Fired For 'Mixing' Passengers
After 19 Years

*

On Way To Meet His Fate

Man Who Escaped Mob
' Faces Murder Trial
SO5IERVII.I.E — A 77-year-old CME minister, who
fled from his home and family in Fayette county as Klan.
men sought to lynch him, and threatened to set his home
on fire unless he came out and surrendered, went on trial
here last Monday, 19 years and one week to the day after
making his miraculous escape.
The minister, Rev. Burton Dodson, who evaded a hooded mob estimated at 100, is charged with
the first-degree slaying of Deputy Sheriff 0. B. Burrow. He was
arrested as a fugitive from justice in East St. Louis, Ill., last
Sept. 22, where he had been working and living as "Charles Tay Inc." and returned to Somerville,

He has been held there since in
lieu of $25,000 bond.
Rev. Dodson is being represented by Atty. J. F Estes of Memphis, who tried unsuccessfully
last week to have the trial heard
in another county on the grounds
that witnesses Itte the defendant

Federal Housing Aide
Speaks Here April 5

List 3 Charges
Against Harris
An Illinois ('entral train porter. R. R, Harris of 765
Chestnut st., charged last week that he was suspended from
his job because he followed his conductor's order, to seat
Negro and white passengers without segregating them.
Harris appeared at a formal IC hearing in ('hicago
March 24 and vigorously denied
charges of insubordination, failure In public for "going over his
to handle passengers' baggage and head" and writing to the superinfailure to keep his cars clean. He tendent.
is awaiting the results of this According to the porter, Train.
hearing and remains off the com- master Nash met hun at the tram
pany payroll.
as passengers were debarking and
A veteran of 34 years service
with Illinois Central. Harris told
the Tri-State Defender that he has
been a target of certain IC officials for several months because
he seats his passengers "as is
most convenient for them to debark at their destination."

were afraid to testify freely in
Fayette county.
SON FEARFUL
One son, Rev. John Henry Dodson, a Baptist minister who lives
in Detroitiold the court that he
was fearful about appearing in the
county, and that some unidentified persons had written unsigned
letters to Detroit warning him not
to appear for the trial.
Another son, Joe Dodson, the
only near relative of the accused
to remain in the county after the
incident, testified that he had
"some feeling" about the trial, but
that ht had lived in Fayette county eNer since ha father vanished,
and that no one had bothered him
during that time.
MENTAL EXAM
The elderly minister took the
stahd, and when asked if he was
afraid of being tried there, answered, "Well, yes, in a way. The
Africans have been threatening to kill me if I don't go hack
to North Africa with them."
He has complained of hearing
voices in his cell ever since he

BULLETIN

R. R. HARRIS, ILLINOIS
CENTRAL RAILROAD PORTA
ER, MONDAY RECEIVED
REGISTERED LETTER FROM
J. J. BERSCHINSKI, TRAINJoseph R. Ray, assistant to the
MASTER. INFORMING RIM
administrator of the Housing and
THAT "YOU ARE HEREBY
Home Finance Agency's Minority
ago. Reverend Dobson, who
DISMISSED FROM THE SERshot this picture of the Rev.
Group department, Washington, D.
DESPITE EFFORTS of five
See TRIAL. Page 2
VICE OF THE ILLINOIS CENT.
was brought to Somerville,
Burton Dobson, 77, on his way
C., will be the principal speaker
deputy sheriffs from Fayette
Ill.,
!Allis,
St.
TRAL RAILROAD."
Tenn., from east
to the Fayette county courtDefender
Sunday afternoon, April 5, at 3:15
county, Tii-State
not
is
he
ACCORDING TO THE LETfor the trial, says
room to fare charges of slayp. m., at the Progressive Baptist
Photographer Howard Pulley
TER, HARRIS WAS DISCHARGguilty.
ing a Fayette deputy 19 years
church on the subject of rights
ED AFTER 34 YEARS SERVICE
and privileges under the housing
TO KEEP
FOR "FAILURE
program.
CARS CLEAN ASSIGNED TO
Mr. Ray's visit to Memphis is
YOU ON TRAIN NO. 4, ALSO
being sponsored by the Memphia
R. R. HARRIS
FAILURE TO HANDLE BAGBaptist Brotherhood, of which Z.
IN
PASSENGERS
FOR
GAGE
I want to see you.
'Boy.
amid,
L. Bonner is president.
N'A;IIVILLE — More than 2.000
THESE CARS, AND YOUR IN- 'CURSED ME'
"Our main reason for bringing
teachers from all parts of the state
SUBORDINATION ON ARRIVAL
Unaware of who he Was, Harris
him here is to acquaint the public
gathered on the carnrka of TennesOF TRAIN NO. 4 AT CHICAGO told him he was busy assisting
with the facts regarding their
see A and I State university for
passengers.'
MARCH 14, 1959. .
rights and privileges under t h e
two days of educational sessions at
"Mr. Nash started ordering me
housing program," Mr. Bonner
He said he received these in- around and cursing and he grabthe annual Tennessee Education
said.
structions from Robert Stitcher, bed me by the coat and pulled me
Congress last week.
MANY HIT HARD
Elected president of the congress A LeMoyne college student, who to people if you want to get along lion and reported what had hap- one of the conductors on the Mem- down from the train steps," Haw
lieutenant
"Many of our citizens in Me:.
police
a
and
pened
you
phis-New Orleans train on which ris said.
sesdo
to
us
opening
want
You
the
and installed at
called police last week to corn-in the world.
phis have been forced to move
sion was William H. Fort, former plain that vandals had broken his a favor, and you can't get any-. came out to the school. Mr. Isabel Harris works.
Shortly afterwards, Harris was
Nashville school principal. He suc- car window while he was attend- where talking like that. Do you said that the lieutenant made the 'DON'T QUOTE ME°
suspended and ordered to i h •
JOSEPH R. RAT
See SPEAKS, Page 2
ceeded Isaiah Goodrich of Mem- ing class, found that the pair who know what I mean?'" the student proper investigation of the matter. G. J. Nash, terminal trainman- March 24th hearing.
lie said the same officers cruised ter at Chicago's Central station
phis.
answered his call were more In. said the officer inquired.
The convention's general session terested in teaching him how to Mr. Isabel said he told the of- by as the lieutenant was checking refused to discuss Harris' suspenwas held in H. A. Kean hall and talk than they were in capturing ficer he knew what he meant and on the window breaking, but they sion with the Tri-State Defender.
In answer to a question regardeducators heard Dr. Alvin P. lov- the culprits,
the policeman then said, "Now.l clid not stop.
ing, associate professor of educa- The student was Joseph Isabel, Do you have your car insured?", Thugs have been shattering the ing IC's policy with regard to segtion at the University of Michigan a sophomore, of 772 Hanley st.,,Ile answered "Yes" a second time windows of late model cars at Le- regation, he said:
deliver the address on the general one of several students at the and the officer cursed, got in the Moyne during the past few weeks, "That's handled by top managetheme of the meeting, "The Teach- school, who have had their car squad car with his partner and and one student, Freeman Robin- ment. We do not discriminate in
er — Builder of a Better World." windows shattered during the past they drove away in great haste, igen a junior, has had windows in Chicago. What they do elsewhere,
soon
expected
is
action
Floor
—
C.
D.
N,
WASHINGTO
I do not know. But don't quote me
Rev, W. Herbert Brewster, pasOPENING SESSION
I Mr. Isabel said that the officers tiis automobile smashed by some .n.Harrist
few weeks by thugs.
s h i ."
tor of East Trigg Avenue Baptist
In the U. S. House of Representatives on the bill to estab- Presiding at the opening session
occasions.
two
on
metal
aboutj
type of
he asked arrived for the investigation
Nash on church and chairman of the eduwith
came
disagrees
officer
the
"When
lish a Centennial commission for the observance in 1962 for TEC supervisors was Mrs. me if my car was insured and 13:30 p. m., Wednesday. March 25,1 Earlier in the year, windows of int point. He insists that every
cation hoard of the National Bapof Shelby
to getIteachers' cars were shattered at effort is made to seat Negro pasof the 100th anniversaries of land grant colleges and state Elizabeth Townsend
answered 'yes.'" Mr. Isabel said.lbut that he did not think
tist convention will be guest speakand
Manassas
It featured an address by
elementary,
county.
;Carnes
sengers in the forward coach with er at the American Baptist Theo"The officer said, 'Look wow, their identification..
universities and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Dr. Willard Goslin of Peabody you have got to learn how to talid The student called the police sta-Hamilton high schooLs, but nolice
the
to
white persons being directed
—
logical seminary on Founders'
The bill was introduced by Rep.
college.
have so far been unable to find rear cars. However, Harris said, Day, to be observed at the school
Emanuel Celler of New York, committee, which has already ap• Participants for the first time
those responsible for the vandal the system of using cards to aid in Nashville on May 5.
ehairman of the House Judiciary proved the measure.
on a statewide level were school
ism,
segregation in Chicago has ceasBoth Founders' day and the GarTennessee A and I State univer- secretaries and speciai education
nett-Nabrit lectures will be held
0110111110 ed.
11111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111110
of
chairman
sity at Nashville is one of the 68 teachers. Serving as
HOW IT STARTED
May 5-8. Music for Founder's day
Tbe father of three children, will be presented by the New Hope
land grant colleges and state uni- the secretaries' section was Mrs.
April 9 Deadline
Memphis.
of
insubordination
Walker
states
the
50
Polly A.
Baptist church choir and the SemiHarris said
versities located in all
Special educational consultants
and Puerto Rico.
charges against him grew out of nary chorus.
Faces College Men
a letter he wrote to R. 0. Bedell, Speakers for the Garnett-Nabrit
were Dr. Calvin 0. Atchinson, asLIST COLLEGES
Seeking Deferment
superintendent of Illinois Central lectures. starting May 6. will inAmong the others are Arkansas sociate professor of psychology,
railroad. Nash had criticized Her- clude Rev. C. A. W. Clark, of
AM&N college, Fort Valley State Dr. Forrest Evans, supervisor of
College students who want to be ris for Icing alantern in his work. Dallas; Dr. Garland K. Offutt and
college in Georgia, Virginia State, special education; Mrs. Nina
draft
boards
by
their
deferred
.Harris explained that he h a d Rev. Wayne Oates, Louisville; Dr.
West Virginia State, Florida A&M Thurman, county supervisor; Miss
have until Thursday, April 9, to. given a warning signal with the Edward McDowell, of Wake For.
university, Kentucky State, Ala- Mildred Thompson, state departget application blanks from local Eight to protect a passenger. He eat, N. C.; and Rev. M. H. Rib.
bama A&M, Southern A&M uni- ment of education. and Mrs. Roboard offices
said the trainmaster berated him bins, of chattanooga.
versity, Prairie View A & M, Al- berta P. Wright, special education
The test will be given April 30
corn A&M, Langston and Lincoln staff of Tennessee A and I State.
the
all
country,
over
at colleges
university, North Carolina A&T, Furnishing music for the generand may be taken In Memphis
South Carolina A Sc M and Mary- al meeting was the Nashville Pearl
and
college
Memphis
LeMoyne
High school chorus under the diland State,
State university.
The Centennial commission, the rection of W. C. Lathon.
Draft beard members use the
legislation provides, Shall cooperscore made by a student on the
ate with states, land grant instiCollege Qualification test to detutions and local bodies in planCharge Handy Fund
termine whether he should be
ning celebrations. All concerned
granted a deferment.
Policeman Jewel Joubert, of Marlchalneil, w a s reRaiser Took Money
are urged to submit plans for obApplicants for deferment must
he
Will
suspended from the Memphis police force for what
servances. Federal funds
Donated For Blind
he students at the time that cently
of duty."
provided to assist in the celebrathey take the test, and are allow• Chief James C. MacDonald described as "neglect
tions.
NEW YORK — A fund raiser
situation
the
on
elaborate
ed to take it only once.
not
would
Chief MacDonald
MORRILL ACT
for the W. C. Handy Foundation
Shelby County Boards fO,
was neglected by the patrolman and
duty
what
just
The land grant system was es- for the Blind has been accused
to
as
55 104 and 105 are located in
tablished by the Morrill A c t, of keeping 90 per cent of the
the Mem building on Main at., said that the officer would be back
which was signed into law by $35,216 collected to aid blind
south of Beale and are open from on the force April 21. The suspen-,ax member of the city's police
President Abraham Lincoln July persons in distress. He is David
5
a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Monday
forces.
2, 1862. The sponsor of the act A. Ulrey, of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Mon was for 30 days.
through Friday.
of March 27. Hownight
the
Robert
TARGET
Kelly,
Was Rep. Justin Morril, Vermont,
ON
was one of the
Joubert
Jewel
'They denied having stolen
with.
register
must
men
Young
clevever, this bit of offensive
representing Barrett Chapel,
ENTERTAINS POPE — Miss Vera a blacksmith's son, whose formal from the blind, but said that he
In five days after becoming 15 first wave of Negro policemen emerness wasn't enough as War.
plants a left uppercut smack
Pearl Little, noted Memphis born education ended at the age of 15. would no longer raise money for
of age. regardless of ployed by the city of Memphis
years
to
back
dean came roaring
on target against Kortrecht's
mezzo-soprano, will perform be- He was later elected to the Sen., the fund which was established
they are students or not. on the police force. He has been
whether
deciunanimous
a
out
pound
Wardean Trent in the Trifore Pope John XXIII and the Col- ate.
involved in numerous controverby the late W. C. Handy.
BanOpen
the
cop
and
a
sion
grant
act,
the
Morrill
Under
State Roving finals held in
1111111111111111H1111111111111111111111IIIIIIMmii1111111111110
lege of Cardinals in a concert of
sial incidents during his tenture
11111111111111111111111111111, church Park auditorium on
11011111101111111111111111111
title.
tamweight
411111M
sacred music in the Vatican Sat- See RILL, Page 2
urday, April 4. A Manassas high
school graduate. Miss Little received her bachelor of music from
Talledega college. She is t ti e
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Booker
•
set will aid any program which proT. Little of 121 N. Rembert. She
Since then. I have talked to mem- Beale street where we eould
to rare.
d tel lobby where eye examinations withoia regard
and since up for a colude of days a week motes segregation.
committee
has tudied with Madame R. Flo- A quick change of mind A n
the
of
bers
BACK
CALLS
holeft Negro Memphis are being offered in connection
them. We would like to The tests began in Peabody
rence McCleave of Memphis and heart have
However. in a matter of min. wt want to make the free tests and reach
and will run through
the dark on the free with Traffic Safety Week.
many pet sons as have some. s'iggestiOni on A lo- tel Monday
as
to
Is presently singing with the Ber- motorists in
available
Trithe
phoned
Peters
Dr.
Peters,
utes,
Friday. According to Dr.
program of the West When the Tri-State Defender asklin Municipal Opera. She has giv- eye check
this to possible, and realizing that many cation."
"They will reliably measure acuity
Tennessee Optometric association ed Dr. Henry N. Peters, Jr., who State Defender and had
would not come TRI-STATE l'OLICT
Negroes
en concerts in Switzerland, Nor.
say:
Neif
is in charge of the project,
unaware depth perception, field of vision
way, Sweden and Germany' le and the Memphis and Shelby
to you, I to the lobby of the Peabody hotel, Dr. Peters .4 obviously
groes were welcome to receive the "When T first talked
Tri-State De- and similar visual abilities necesthe
of
Traffic
committee.
Safety
policy
not
is
there
the
County
a
of
Fulibtight
received
if
wondering
were
1952 she
JEWEL JOUBERT
had just entered my office a n d we
driving."
These organizations have ban examinations, he replied:
Vance ave. or fender which never has and never sary for safe
award to study for a year at the
had not had a chance to think. some place on either
Negroes from the Peabody ho- "Yes, this is open to the public
Paris.
ned
in
conservatory
Cite

Goodrich Bows
Out As TEC
President

"'

Policeman Shows He's

More Interested In
'Yes Sir Than Thugs

Bill Would Activate
Colleges' Contennial

Rev.Brewster
To Speak On
Founders Day

o

Good, But Not Enough

JoubertSuspendedFrom
Police Force 30 Days

Free Eye Tests 'For White Drivers Only'
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(Continued From Page 11

returned here, and was trans
ferred to Nashville for 30 days for
a mental examination at the Hon
pitat for the Criminally Insane.
but was declared mentally competent.
county Attt,, Troy W. Tomlin,
while, took the stand and testified
that he believed that the accused
could receive a fair trial.
When asked by Atty. Estes if
he could recall if a Negro had
ever been acquitted in Fayette
county for killing a white person,
Atty. Tomlin said that he could
not, but that he had a "faint recollection" that a jury failed to
indict a Negro on one occasion
for kiting one.
'OPEN THE DOOR'
The younger Rev. Dodson told
the Tri-State Defender that the incident occurred on March 23, 1940,
when he was 19 years of age, and
that his father had been fined during the previous July for beating
a woman.
"It was about three o'clock in
the morning when the men came
to our house, knocked on the door
and yelled 'Burton! Burton! Open
the door!' When my father asked
who was there and what they
wanted, they said,
the Women's Affairs CommitD.... it, CHARM CLINIC PLANNERS—
wards, chairman of the clinic;
Johnnie Mae Baptist and Josewe didn't say what you want we The Self•Improvement series,
tee. Making final arrangeMrs. Velma MeLemore a n d
phine Isabel, student members
said open the door," the young
now being conducted on the
ments for the event, seated,
Mrs. Juanita Rayner. Standing,
of the ('ommittee; Miss Mae
campus of Le Moyne college,
minister recalled.
from left, are Mrs. I.ilas B.
same order, are Misses FloriIsom Davenport. and Miss
"We could see the men milling
will be climaxed in May by a
tndrews, Miss Lucinda Ed.
da Adams, Mary Ella Falls,
Martell Trigg, chairman of the
around outside with pilow cases Charm Clinic sponsored by
• EEYNOTE
SPEAKER
—
committee. (Withers Photo.)
professor of education C o nty M. Mance, who heads Ad
and sheets over their heads. After
James A. Colston, right, sires!.
gress held at Tennessee A&I
ministration, Curriculum and they had been there for about a
dent of Knoxville college, conState university. Dr. Loving
Instruction at Tennessee State half hour we heard Deputy Shergratulates Dr. Alvin D. Los.
was key-note speaker for the
looks on. (Danny Photo)
iff Burrows yelling to them, 'You
' lug, University of Michigan
annual convention. Dr. Chartguys are crazy. Go on home' "
Rev. Dodson said.
WANTED TO BURN HOUSE
,
The young minister said that the
mobsters went after J. T. Perm , ,
who owned the house and asked
for permission to burn it down,
hut that he refused and went after
Joe Dodson, the minister's son.
who lived nearby.
"When my brother came, he
said, 'Mama, you and the children come out because they are
BRIDGETON, N. J. — The step. pay the four percent loan over a4tleted
five hours at the dairy going to burn the house down and
ped-up farm housing loan program 33-year period.
lbarn,and is ready to work his own hang the old man.' My father said
of the U. S. Department of Agri- Among the farm families who'farm
until late afternoon when he if that was the case he was not
culture is helping to put a new•received housing loans last year 1.eturns to
going out," the young minister
his job.
(ace on the countryside.
lare Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris,. He raises nice acres of soy. said.
Many of the rundown homes,I part-time farmers of Bridgeton,lbe
ans, eight of corn, two of to SOMEONE FIRED
formerly occupied by families N. J. For 15 years they had been
matoes, and two of nursery stock' He, his mother, and the other
who were unable to obtain ade- living in a house on the dairy farm —
evergreens, azaleas, and pyra- three children, Rev. Dodson said,
quate credit to provide themselves where Harris is employed as a
canthas. These brough 'elm a gross went out of the house with their
with better housing, have been re- handyman.
.of about $1,200 last year. Mrs. hands over their heads, and when
placed by attractive dwellings as During most of these years, the,iffarris
of the dephelps out by doing house- he got within one step
"
, uty sheriff, someone --.
a result of the expanded farm Harrises wanted to build a homework by the
tired on him
day in town.
' with a shotgun,
housing construction loan program of their own on their 25-acre farm: Mr. and
Mrs. Harris were born
of the
Department's
Farmers nearby. but somehow they were and reared in the Bridgeton area.. bit"The deputy sheriff and I were
by the same blast, and it did
Home Administration,
never quite able to manage it un- They plan In increase their income
not come from the direction of
Under the broader program. lit Farmers Home made them an from farming
by concentrating the house. As we hit the ground,,
which was liberalized in March of $11,300 loan last June.
more and more on nursery stock.' I heard the deputy gasping, and!
1958, Farmers Home made loans They added $1,200 to it and built Harris learned much about
flow-1 I knew that he was dying:' Rev.! MANASSAS PTA TEA — Prof.
PTA president are seen at the
of $52 million during the past year an attractive two-bedroom ramb- ems
school cafeteria. Seen with
success of the beautiful affair
and shrubbery when he work-1 Burtonsaid.
I.. B. Hobson. principal of
left of the floral centerpiece
to 7,450 families. This was more ler for themselves and their 16- ed at a nursery
them are some of the commitwhich attracted hundreds of
some years ago.; He said his father dashed out of Manassas High school and
at the losely Rainbow Tea
than twice as many as received. year-old daughter Dorothy.
tee members who were re.
friends and patrons of t h e
Mrs. Lula Smith, Manassas
held
on
Palm
Sunday
such loans in 1957.
at
the
sponsible
the
for
133 YEARS
outstanding
I which followed, and although
school.
EUGIBLE FOR LOAN
! Although Mr. and Mrs. Harris/
someone shot him, he managed to
Farm ownera who produce as lit-have 13 years in which to repay 1 A Spring tea will be given Sun- 1 fire.a shot in
the direction of the I
S
He as $400 Worth of products for ,their loan, they say they don't i day, April 12, from 4 to 6 p. m.,' mob and vanished.
sale or horn* use are now eligible!plan to take anything like that by the fleeter High school PTA. i 'OUGHT TO BE DEAD'
for a housing loan from the agen-long. In addition to his 34,5004- Mrs. Marguerite
Rev. Dodson said Deputy Sheriff
Flowers is
(Continued From Page 1)
ey, provided they are unable to!year job at the dairy, Harris does!president.
Harold Wilson from the adjoining
obtain adequate credit elsewhere some farming on the side. By 9 / Principal of the school is Dr. county came up to him, and that
of land amounting to 30,000 acres
when he told the man that he was,
and have sufficient income to re-.a. m. every morning he has coin-!Joseph W. Falls.
for each senator and representauyina„he Le/Noy hit him over
tive in Congress was provided by
the head with a pistol butt and, the
Federal Government and the
WASHINGTON ---- UPI) — Last stitute facts for opinions on high- ,
said, "You ought to be dead." /
if begins to climh again. Above
proceeds invested.
year, 35,000 Americans were killed way safety. The findings support.
Young Dodson said he was car- The
income was to be used to ,
70, it climbs steeply.
ried to the hosplta/ by some,' establish
and 1,300,000 were injured in auto- some popular ideas about acci•,,
and endow "at least one
The faster you are going, the
friends, and after daybreak he!
dents — but sharply contradict! more likely you are to
college where the leading object mobile accidents.
be serious.,
saw every white boy and man over' shall be,
Reducing
this
terrible
toll
has
others.
without excluding other
ly hurt if you are in a wrack. At
the age of 13 walking around with
scientific and classical studies, become a major national objec- Some of the most surprising dis.' 40 miles an hour. only a third of
a shotgun.
tive.
coteries concern the relationship the accidents result in
His two sisters, Mrs. Esther Lee and including military tactics, to The U. S. Bureau of Public
tubstantial
between speed and safety.
injuries. At 70 miles, nearly 90 per
Bass and Mrs. Maybell Morris, teach such branches of learning Roads has just completed a threeSAFE SPEED
as
are
related
to
agriculture
and
cent.
of
the
accidents
'involved MI
were jailed and beaten severely.
year study which was the most The bureau found that under
jury.
•
Mrs. Bass' one•year-old son was mechanic arts, in order to pro- comprehensive attempt yet to
sub- good driving conditions — that is, What
the bureau learned abOd,.
kept in jail with her until she be. mote the liheal and practical erliication of the industrial classes in
on main open-country highways, in night driving and about the
came ill, and then carried to the
accithe several pursuits and profesdaytime and in fair weather — It dent rates of various
home of relatives.
typea of dnisions
is
life."
substantially
of
safer
to
drive at vers will be summarized :la
NEVER RECOVERED
a relatively high speed.
another dispatch.
Mrs. Pass never recovered fullyd EQUALITY BEGINS
The
act
opened
this
the
Lest
finding
way
be
for
dangerously
from the three weeks in jail and
misconstrued, it should be empha- Four out of 10 persons
the beatings. Rev. Dodson said, equality of educational opport3in -Meer;
nity. It was the beginning of the
sized that the study confirmed ica are handicapped in their
1 and died several months later,
work..
end of the caste system in Ameriwhat common-sense already knew: by some form of inadequate vit.
• A number of the elder Rev.
can higher education. Many more
Excessively high speeds are haz- ion..
Dodson's
former parishioners young people of America
now go LITTLE
were in court to catch a glimpse
ROcK — Gov. Orval ardous. Particularly at night. And
on to college than do those of Eurwhat constitutes a safe speed on
, of him last week, and he waved
Faubus last week blamed the
ope.
a main rural highway would defi•
' to them and smiled as he was tieperintendent
and
employees
of
the
About 20 percent of the nation's
nitely be too fast in a congested
ing returned to jail with other
college population is enrolled in Negro Boys Industrial school at!urban area, or on a
narrow, windprisoners.
land grant institutions which Wrightsville for the death of 21 ing road.
award 40 percent of the doctorate Negro boys who lost their lives in The
study covered 3.700.000,000
degrees in all subjects, including a fire on March 5 and called for vehicle•miles
of actual automobile
their dismissal.
LONDON — (UPI) — A North the sciences, engineering, health
The Governor said that he would travel by 290,000 drivers of both
London theater manager has had professions, and all of those in
ask the school's board of trustees sexes and every age bracket.
to withdraw a man he hired to agriculture.
By analyzing in an electronic
GOOD IDEA MEN — Two
lions. Otis R Holloway, center,
Cable at., displays his ale sag. walk outside the theater
The principal purpose of the cen- to study his investigation findings
in
a
conthe 10,000 accidents
with a view towards prosecuting computer
of the miscellaneous services
of 2235 Charjean receives two
gestion certificate. During past vict's suit to advertise
tennial
observance
is
to
dramatize
a crime
division at the Memphis Gen.
510 awards from 1,1. Col. Howseveral years. both men have movie.
, the vital link between quality those responsible for the victims' which occurred, the bureau came
having been locked up and left up with a mass of statistics on
eral Depot were recently pre.
ard W. Mickey, thief of Misreceived more than 10 cash
Several alert passers-by jumped higher education for the many alone.
the "accident involvement rate".
sented cash awards for imcellaneous Services o file e,
awards for suggestions. It. S. "prisoner"
and effective self-government.
George
Sheepwash and
The Tri-State Defender tried for The accident involvement rate
provement and safety sugees
e bile Willie Ingram, of 2347 Army Photo)
called police.
two days to locate Alfred Smith, for drivers traveling at speeds
of Paragould, to get his comment below 40 miles per hour proved
on the Governor's recommenda- to be several times higher.
tion, but was unable to contact This does not mean that the fasthim.
er you drive, the less likely you
Gov. Faubus placed touch of the are to have an accident. The acci(Continued From Page 11
blame on L. R. Gaines, Negro su- dent involvement rate for daytime
from their homes in blighted areas perintendent of the institution. The
travel on major highways drops
under the Urban Renewal pro- Cause of the fire is still undeter- steadily
from 45 to 55 miles an
gram, and many of them are eld- mined, except for a report that i hour, then
gradually levels off unerly persons, not able to take care it was not arson.
VI about 65 miles an hour. where
of the obligations that they would'
—
have to undertake," he added.
Mr. Bonner said Sunday would
•
New mild "Lysol" brings
provide an excellent opportunity
you a special sense of freshness.
for persons to receive first•hand
information on the subject of urDouche with it regularly. It
ban renewal,
keeps you from offending.
For the past two years, Mr. Ray
has lectured on the subject before
"Lysol" brand disinfectant
he national body of the National
ends odor at its source, by killing
Baptist Laymen Convention in Louodor-causing germs.
isville and Chicago. Ile will conYet "Lysol" is gentle. Won't
duct a full hour program on the
barns delicate insides. Does a far
subject in San Francisco next Sep
better job than any home-style
timber.
douche, including vinegar.
Try it and see!
was

New Farm Housing Changes'
Face Of U.S. Countryside

PTA Plans Tea

I

Study Finds It's Safer
To Speed, Sometimes
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Blame Head of
Boys School
in Ark. Fire

BE SURE

T'oo Authentic

Speaks

Miss Scudder Speajcs

EASTER PARTY — Gilds 1,c...
(seated in center). 11 -year-old
diughter of 1.1 George W.
Lie, celebrated Easter Sun.

day with an Easter egg Part,'
and hunt. The o(fable
hostess invited several of her
friends over se the Atlanta

life Insuran,• ground., which
her father in:inalteg. a nd set
out on an old (*shinned rag
hunt whit h got underway at

3 v.
The youngsters stood
still long enough for this picture sad then went romping off
to to and find the golden egg.

TUPELO. Miss — Miss Fran
cea Scudder, national exteneion
specialist of Washington, H. C ,
. was guest speaker at the Community Center here at a meeting
nf the North Mississippi Home
Demonstration council recently.
Mrs. Ella Mae Armstrong. of
Holly Springs, Miss., is council
president.
There are shout 3,000 miles
toll roads in the U.S.

For free booklet on
approved methods
of douching, write
to: "Lysol," Lincoln,
III., Box NN -405.
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Expert Feels Writing
Shows True Character

Congrats To New TEC Prexy

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

3

Sat., April 4, 1959

This phase of mind directs all the
processes of life in the human
v with tireless and unerring
This week we will talk a little b°d•'
precision. The beating of the
concerning our emotions. How do
heart, our regular breathing, the
you feel?? ?Do you like people? Do
purifying of our blood, our digestyou dislike them? Are you blue ive
processes, and the silent healor depressed, discouraged. or dis- ing and complex protective work
heartened? Or are you hopeful,
of our body are all in the domain
cheerfully smiling at today and toof our sub-conscious mind.
morrow?
This phase of our mind does nol
Answer these questions and we
thinking. It does no reasoning. It
touch the keystone of human inis entirely impersonal and has no
terests. purposes and desires emotions,
hut it never forgets and
'These interests, purposes. etc., and
obeys implicitly the commands of
all of our personality traits have our conscious mind. This is why a
their basis in our emotions., Our ,,Positive" personality is always a
emotions have their seat in our
winning one.
conscious mind. This mind also
As we have just stated the subdoes our desiring, deciding. cornsnanding, visualizing, remembering , conscious does not reason or think,
but it does obey the commands of
and reasoning
mind, provided these
We can readily see that man isl the conscious
orders are definite, distinct, and
happiest when he lives in his emo-'
absolutely sincere, and that these
lions, Emotions mean our ability
commands are directed by a doto feel, or express how we feel.
termined will.
It is the basis of our nature and
The way we command this "Gen- 1
will influence everything we say,
agw
esh.o never sleeps is by our 1
i
"
do or think. But there is still a em
impressions and mental
thought
more powerful mind that f e w
This again is why the
seem to realize exists,
positive personality pays. We all
For want of a better name, psyTROPHY WINNERS — A
In, A agree that we could not have a
holding trophies, are Miss
Instructor of business educe•
chology terms this phase
statewide contest for advanced
of '" personality without thought, so you
Patricia Patrick, second place,
lion at the university and su"the sub-conscious." We all
have see
high
school
students
of
typing
of
Nashville's Pearl III g h
when we have a negative pet'
pervisor of contest; and Sam
NEW TEC PREQY — Williread or heard of icebergs. An iceState university, and congraTennessee A and I State uniwas
held
on
the
campus
of
school:
Carl
E.
sonality
House,
and
we
Haynes, Central high school
are
instructing
our
am H. Forte of Nashville, secberg is a huge block of ice, pertulating him is Prof. Isaltah
versity, and Or, Alvin O. LovTennessee A and I state unito
place,
of
Central
first
bring
sub-conscious
III
g
h
typing instructor. (Clanton III
us
negative
' ond from left, was elected
haps as large or larger than an
Goodrich, left, of Memphis,
ing, extreme right, professor
versity recently, and winners,
school, Paris. Looking on at
Photo)
president of the Tennessee Edeight or 10 story building. The results whether we want it or not,
the retiring president. Looking
of education at University of
left, Is Miss Camille Robinson.
vehen the personality is part posucation Congress during the
part of the iceberg which can be itiW
on following the installation
Michigan. who was keynote
aria part negative, this rerecent convention held on the
seen above surface of the ocean
service are Dr. W. S. Davis,
speaker for the convention.
campus of Tennessee A and I
is only about one-tenth of this great suits in confusion of the two minds
second from left, president of
ing charge.
(Danny Photo
block of ice; nine-tenths of every which in turn results in supression
August 1 ($254 plus $20 minus $50)
and repression. This causes nerviceberg is hidden beneath the wa$224.00
ous tension which affects our phyters of the seas.
September 1
210.00
well-being. We may suffer
sical
Our conscious mind is like the
October 1
196.00
sleepless
ess nights, headaches, pains
visible one-tenth of the iceberg,
November 1
102.00
of
all
sorts
and
even
actual
physicOur subconscious is like the subDecember I
168.00
al ailments that require medical
merged nine-tenths. It is unseen,
attention.
Taxpayers may deduct interest so-called "carrying charges" paid Total monthly
but possesses irresistible power. It
unpaid balance
works through the mighty power of So you see when the Grapho An-i payments on personal debts in on installment purchases of per-,
the invisible. Let us liken the con- alytical Psychologist analyzes your' their Federal income tax returns sonal property such as autom o-' Average monthly unpaid balance
PARIS — (UPI) — A
Paris
hand writing he is not just havingi for 1958 if they itemize deductions biles, television sets, etc., where
scious mind to the 'lookout man
($980 divided by 12)
$81.67
newspaper gossip column said toin the conning tower of a sub fun or playing. It is a serious! on page 2 on Form 1040, II, Alan the interest charges are not sep- Interest deduction (6 percento
$9 "
f
day Swedish actress Ingrid Bergbusiness and can have far and Long, Director of Internal Reve- aratclys toted. The deduction al- $81.67)
marine. He scans the surface o
$4.90
man might bear her new husband
inner meaning to the one nue for the Chicago District an- lowed is six percent of the averthe
ocean from horizon to horizon deep
Sometimes money is borrowed
WASHINGTON D. C. — Dr. through the state teachers itsa child this year.
who is analyzed,
nounced.
age unpaid monthly balance on on a discount basis. That is, the
The one sentence item in "Paris Charles H. Wesley, president of sociation. 200 Negro liMistory !through a periscope and reports The Grapho Analytical
Psycholo- Personal debts covered by this the installment purchase.
his
is subtracted in advance
Interest
the
observations
Association
to rthe Study id Week kits were distributed.
to the officers of, gist is also equipped to help
urnal" gave no source for Its
you rule, he said, include bank loans "You compute the average un-land you sign a note for a largport. It merely said that Miss Negro Life and History, stated A special feature of the 1959 the submerged vessel. They in overcome these undesirable traits. and home mortgages.
Bergman "might be expecting a that the 1959 observance of Ne- Negro History Week was the sec• turn carryout whatever orders are So to get the truth your hand- He added, however, that taxpay- paid monthly balance by adding er amount than you receive. If
up the unpaid balance at the be- you report on the cash basis on
happy fifth event next October." gro History Week was one of the ond observation of Proud Ameni_ necessary. Our sub-conscious mind writing reveals, enclose a page of ers cannot deduct interest paid
ginning of each month and divid- your tax return, you may deduct
most successful in the 34-year his- can Day. The day was observed is the "Genie" who never sleeps. your writing and $1.00 with a on money borrowed to buy taxhag the total by 12.
thls discount as interest only at
tory of the celebration,
on the birth date of two disstamped envelope. Or to get more exempt securities or single-premithe time you pay the note.
"Americans everywhere," he tinguished Americans, Abraham
of the rules for analyzing handwrit- um life insurance, nor interest "For example, assume that on
"For example, assume that you
An unemployment survey is be- stated, "joined in the 34th annual Lincoln and Frederick
ing, enclose $1.50 for the book en- paid on behalf of another person July 15, 1958 you bought a tele. Douglas,
sign a note for $1,000 but receive
ing conducted by the
Veteran celebration of Negro History Feb. 12 and 14 respectively.
titled "Secrets Your Handwriting unless the taxpayer was legally vision set for $254 plus a carrying only
$960. You agree to pay the
Benefit of America for those vet- Week." Its theme was "Negro The Association for the Study of
charge of $20. Assume you paid
liable to pay it.
Reveals."
$1,000 In 10 monthly installments.
erans who are unemployed at History — A Foundation for a Negro Life and History operates
$50 down and are paying the bal. For income tax purposes, oneAddress to R. L. Coleman, Gra- Long continued!
Veterans Benefit office. A jobless Proud America,"
on a nationwide basis with branch
ph() Analyst, 236 S. Wellington,, "You can deduct a portion of ance (starting August 9) at the tenth of the $40 discount
or $4
movement is being arranged in VIRGINIA TOP
Memphis, Tenn,
es and members in all sections of
rate of $14 per month. The portion Will be considered paid each time
order to see state wide employ. In Washinriton, D. C., Dr. Wes- the United States and abroad. It
KEEP FISH MOIST
of the carrying charge deductible you nrake a payment on the note.
ment for the many veterans who ley pointed out, the Board of Com- had its origin in 1926 and was
To keep fish moist while baking
Thus, if you made three payment.
are out of work. All unemployed missioners issued a proclamation headed by Harvard-trained Dr.
or broiling, brush it with melted as interest for 1958 is computed on the note during 1958, your inveterans are urged to contact this designating the second week in Carter G. Woodson.
butter, mixed with a little Tabas- as follows:
terest deduction would be $12 (31
organization in order to complete,February as Negro History Week. The organization issues a month_
Unpaid balance including carry- $4)."
co and lemon juice.
survey of your employment status.; In the state of Virginia alone, ly magazine called "The Negro
_
History_ Bulletin," edited by Albert N, D. Brooks, of Washington, D. C., national secretarytreasurer; and the scholarly
of Negro History," published quarterly and edited by Dr
William M. Brewer, also of WashThe Men of Leisure Social club
In Memphis for the Easter hot- low In Human Relations and a ington, D. C.
made final plans for their Second
day to visit his family at 588 S.. Crusade Fellow in the Methodist
Annual
Coronation Ball and Miss
at., was Prof. C. Eric Lin-I church.
Leisure contest in a recent meetoln, who is at present working fori Prof. Lincoln made such a Ind-,
ing
:if
the
club. The affairs are to
Fin doctor of philosophy degree at;liant scholastic record for himself
be held jointly on the night of
Boston university's school of theo- that for the 1959-641 year he was' JAMAICA, N. Y. — (UPI) —
May 9 at the Flamingo Ball room.
logy.
miiecl9d a fellow in hunisn re!a•!April showers may come the way
Miss Leisure will be awarded a
On leave from Clark college in lions at the university, and receiv-'of commuters on the Long Island
$100 first place prize with $75 goAtlanta since 1957, where he is ed another from the Lily founds- Railroad, but nobody will get wet
ing to the runner-up. Fifty dollars
tion on the unanimous recommen- if the railroad's new plan works
goes to the third place contestant.
dation of the faculty committee of out.
All winners will be guests of the
11,e Boston university school of The LIRR announced today its
club's affairs during 1959-60.
theology,
lost and found department will
Seeking the title are Misses Beuput hundreds of unclaimed =LEMO'YNE GRAD
lah Young, Ruby Yarbrough, DorThe 1957 graduate of LeMoyne brellas at strategic spots on train
othy Somerville and Arlene Frank.
college not only studies at the stations next mouth. Commuters
Other young ladies are invited to
school in New England, but occa- can borrow 'em, free. The rail- CHRISTINE JORGENSEN, who compete.
sionally delivers lectures at other road hopes the bumbleshoots will transformed from a men into a
Contest information may he obwoman in a series of operations, tamed by phoning Melvin Bonds,
schools in the university. He be returned the next day.
serves as resident chaplain of the
and her fiancee, Howard J. Knox JA. 5-7850.
se'col of theolo•-••• a-•!' has 1-^turAbout 235,000 Americans will die:of Waukegan, after applying for a
Claude Strong is club president
ed and preached in all sections of of cancer during the current year. marriage license. UPI Telephoto I and Paul L. Jones, reporter.
the Noriheast.
After completing his work at Le-'
Moyre, Prof. Lincoln, a U.S. Navy
veteran, completed his master of
arts degree at Fisk university and I
received his bachelor of divinity,
degree at the University of Chicago.
Atli% e in civic projects, he semed :Is president of the Negro Jun-,
ior Chi-mber of Commerce during!
his residence here and is a chartC. ERIC LINCOLN
er men,ber of the Memphis chapprofessor of religion and philoso- te of the Frontiers club.
pli‘, Prof. Linco'n n'
loston i Mrs. Lincoln is a member of
university on a John Hay Whitney, the LaRose elementary school.
fellowship. In 1958 he won a sec- They are the parents of two chilond. rant and was elected a fel- dren.
t.
g
By R. L. COLEMAN
Certified Gripers Analyst
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READY TO HANG LINEN
DRAIN DRAPERIES
TRAVERSE ROD FREE!

= - JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
SORE FEET

Starts SATURDAY!
APRIL 4
4 BIG DAYS 4!

ft.
Mg MS

MINIM
PUIlla

$5995

EXTRA SPECIAL
2 PIECE SLIP COVER
SOFA & CHAIR
PLAIN & PRINTED FABRICS
CORDED SEAMS --- CUT AND
FIT IN YOUR HOME
SAMPLES SHOWN IN THE HOME
EASY TERMS

Wall - to -Wall
CARPETING
Genuine Broadloom
Living Room. Dining Room
Hall
1nel. Installation and Waffle
Padding
First Quality Guaranteed

A WILD LAND
LIKE NO OTHER...
AN ADVENTURE
LIKE NO OTHER...!

Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE

udd chulberg'

MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FATIGUE
• TONE SKIN
• QUIET NERVES
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
$1 00
NOW
ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO

1111/11/411.1111141111 11111
—PLUS 2nd HIT!—
HI

Technicolor'

VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. 80, III.
1.00144 a 51 00 (plus 20c ter reeilin.).
Nem* send Viterie Fest Tonle to —
Nome (print/

BO
muss worms ...ster

CRABBE ,,Mu-"'..ies
CARINPOIN AreiromPTivi
us.hies

R
Nair esr

NOW ONLY
$100

Address
City

Zona

. Stets

DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED

$1 8995 p;00
i.
Complete
Our Representative
Will Call at Your Home

CALL

I — Hall —
4x6
Living
Room

BRoadway

12x12

6-4431

Dining
Room

EASY TERMS
TO SUIT YOUR
CONVENIENCE
FREE ESTIMATES

AWNINGS
CANVAS
METAL .111111'11
NOW IS THE TIME—AVOID DELAY
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW—FREE ESTIMATES
LOW PRICE—EASY TERMS

FORECAST VINYL PLASTIC
Floor Covering --- Requires No Waxing
Beautiful Patterns 12' Wide Special
FELT BASE LINOLEUM $159 Sq. It
Patterns For Any Room 6', 9', 12' Wide
EXTRA SPECIAL SQ. YD.
95c

WILLIAMS
SHADE
216 S. Pauline

AWNIN
Tel BR 6-4431

Houston, Tex.; Rev. A. E.
A Holy Week program brought sr., of
Andrews of Parkway Garden Pres- 11
to the veterans at Kennedy hosGrisham of
meaning of Easter. byterian, Rev. D. M.
"A special little thankaagram, pital the true
Centenary Methodist, Rev. Neil
p.
at
1
Monday
that
Beginning
As grateful as can be.
With another Easter securely Youth Fellowship will be held at
thereafter at Bingham of Raleigh Rand MethodTo thank you for your thought- it began every day
tucked away in our satchel of me- 6 p. in. The evening worship will
featuring some of ist, Rev. J. C. Mickle of Second
same
hour
the
fulness
inories . . . thoughts turn once commence at 7:45.
Congregational and Rev. L. A.
the most dynamic ministers of the
And hospitality!"
The Cooperative Circle is preagain to the forthcoming events.
out-of-towner. Thigpen, jr., the hospital chapnotable
one
and
city
Thank-U-Grams, composed and
senting a program in commemora.
MT. PLEASANT BAPTIST
dedicated by the students of Keel The Rev. Van J. Malone of First The program originated from
The Sunday School of Mt. Pleas- lion of Booker T. Washington's
Monon
spoke
Chelsea,
Baptist,
young
promising
birthday.
school
Three
will
an
featured
Apat
be
the chapel over the hospital radio
ant Baptist church has placed as
preciation tea, Sunday, April 5, day, "The Day of Authority." The station.
highlight on its agenda, a spec- speakers will discuss the topic,
school chorus proManassas
high
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from
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4
T.
to
Booker
school
"
the
6
p.
m.
at
fat program featuring the Rev.
vided music under the skilled dion Fourth and Keel avenues.
George Tyus of Dyersburg. Tenn. and Effort ... A Foundation for
rection of Mrs. Bobbie Jones.
Educationally,
Fl.
Progress,
"Certificates
Negro
of
April
Appreciation"
Sunday,
It will be held on
Professionally."
will be presented to groups and in- On Tuesday, "The Cleansing of
nancially
and
26, at 2:30 p. m.
Spillers,
dividuals at the tea for their help the Temple" was featured with
Rev. Tyus, an outstanding They are Miss Hortense
Rev. E. M. Alcorn of St. James
in various school projects.
Speaker, has been in the ministry Miss Martha Mae Knox and Erjr.
Certificates will go to Southern AME church delivering the mesfor many years. Much time of nest Withers,
Belle Bridge club, Alpha Gamma sages. Furnishing the music was
and devoted service was OLIVET BAPTIST
this long
Chi sorority, Jugs, Ind.; Ministers the Douglas High school chorus.
spent at ma Pleasant Baptist Rev. Samuel H. Herring, pastor
Wives, WDIA, Tri-State Defender, The Rust college choir appeared
of the St. Paul Baptist church, lochurch in Lauderdale County,
Hattie E. Coleman circle, Rev. on Wednesday, "The Day of Sicated at Jackson ave. and Concord
NEW HOME—First Services
his home. He now pastors a tarand under the direction of the
carry through Thursday, April
and Mrs. A. W. Williams, Mrs. lence." Mrs. Natalie Doxie is the
at., will be guest speaker for the
in
ger service in Dyersberg.
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Luthof
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The
guest
evangelist for the
annual Men's Day program at OliRosa Allen, Mrs. John R. Arnold, directress.
Wardell Hennings is the superb- vet Baptist church on next Sun- Lutheran church congrega•
eran Church-Missouri Synod,
service will be Rev. Howard
Belle Air Exclusive Thrift club, On Thursday, "Maundy Thurslion at East McLemore and
tendant. Mrs. Martha Spirey is day, April 5.
the property was purchased.
A. Foard, pastor of St. Peter's
Mrs. Ray Crawford, Crivens kin- day," Rev. H. C. Bunton of Mt. The Arkansas AM&N college
The first service in the new
the secretary. Rev. William Bur- A special sermon will be de- Azalia, will be observed Sun•
Lutheran church, Chicago.
dergarten, LaRita Home m a ker Olive Cathedral addressed the vet- choir of Pine Bluff appeared in a
day,
April
site
4.
Through
will
minister.
the
mark the beginning
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row is the
Rev. J. T. Skinner is pastor of
livered by the pastor, Rev. E. W. of
club, Mrs. Addie Jones, Mississippi erans. The Carver High school cho- recital at the Pentecostal Temple.
love of fellow Lutherans
of an Evangelism mission to
Church of God in Christ at 229 S.
Calvary.
MT. PILGRIM CME
Williamson at the morning servBoulevard Seventh Day Adventist rus rendered the music.
The Mt. Pilgrim CME church of ice.
church, National Council of Negro Friday, "Crucifixion," seven Wellington at. Sunday.
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observe
Trenton, Tenn, will
Special music during the day
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benn!iirtoyvicdm
m atlhee canto
Others receiving awards are Zu- on the "Seven Last Words of weekly program for the past 12
inspirational program is being
ber-Bynum council, Pittsburgh Christ." They were Rev. A. Mc- years, and is heard and seen weekplanned for the occasion.
A very interesting program has
Courier, Withers Photography, the Ewen Williams of St. John Bap- ly over television station KATV
Raves are still being heard of been planned.
Memphis World, and the Periodic- tist church, Rev. L. A. Thigpen, of Pine Bluff and Little Rock. The
•
•
programs are heard throughout the
The stirring musical held at the
Lee
al club of the Episcopal church.
South
'church, recently. It features some lonewp
areer cOl-ccnhaaniriren1genatodr ihe ;lac):
Previous awards were presentMany of the students in the
of the most popular uartets of gram. Mrs. J. M. Allen is church
ed to the Links, Inc., Memphis
.
choir are music majors, but the
that community. The quartets clerk.
By HATTIE HOUSE
chapter; Bluff City PTA, Sigma
needed project she suggests the
.
majority
are specializing in other
were the Blue 1I^avens. Pilgrim CENTENAR1' METHODIST
Gamma Rho sorority, Non-ChatAmong the approximately 1,000 gaming of teenagers into ora
fields at the college.
Bound Special. Silver Tones and The senior choir of Centenary
ants club, Vassar Alumni, Alpha
members at the Pentecostal Tern. group and petitioning for this inThe choir has made several Midthe Gable Airs.
Methodistchurch presented "The pie Church of God in Christ,
Kappa Alpha sorority, Mr. a n d
Miss terest.
western tours covering the states
Guest ehurahes nresent were Seven Last Words of Christ." by Johnnie
Little Richard. famed rock and Mrs. Edward Kirk Klondyke ComBell Dockery has made
of Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin and
Baptist Wards Grove, Theodore Dubois in a pre-Easter
:
' oil artist turned evan gelist, an d munity Aid club, Los Casbiols
P.etie
herself felt in practically all as- At the Pentecostal Temple of 229
Ohio. Each year the choir makes
Friendship Baptist and Spring program.
,pects of the activities at the sanc• S. Wellington, Miss Dockery serves emphis' own Lee Cunningham club, Mrs. Ethel Venson, Mrs. Ros- NEW YORK — Dr. John Brown
a tour of Arkansas, Mississippi and
pare the featured artists at the First lyn Wells, Les Passees treatment
Hill Baptist. The visiting minis- Soloists for the program were wary.
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a
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eye
surgeon.
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on
Louisiana.
nited Charity Revue to be span- center, Mr. Herff and Mrs. Mary
ters were Rev. C. Hennings, Rea. Miss Germaine Ball. James Hyter, The
modest aersenality of this treasurer for the Youth Crusaders
the
top-flight
staff
of
a
hospital,
()red by the Mallory Knights Ap- Louise Davis.
Smith and Rev. Doaks.
I John Clayborn, Freddie Joseph 16-year-old is
drives a new Cadillac and owns
surpassed only by member of the Pentecostal Train- il 2 at
Ellis auditorium. The show
Guy Robertson was the sponsord and LeRoy Van Johnson. Guest her solid
Mrs. Alma R. Booth is the prin- a 22-foot cabin cruiser.
and intelligent convis- ing union, member of the Sunday
ill get underway at 8 p. m.
the
Lanierr
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'Rev. C. If.
pastor.' singers were Miss Ella Lee MI,'lions toward
cipal
of
the
school.
problems facing to- School quiz learn and teacher of
He could, if he desired, practice
son and ,.jr. Johnson.
COLLINS CHAPEL OM
day's youths and toe role t h e an adult class every fourth Sunday. The charitable organization's
almost anywhere in the country.
Mrs. Lillian Chapman directed church should play "now" in
I An extra addition to the morning
Instead, he has chosen to live LONDON — (UPI) — The Soviet
'meet' She has made several addresses rogram, "Stars of the Mid-South
worship service at Collins Chapel the Easter cantata. Rev. D. aa• ing this challenging
and work in Miami. His decision Union has published
and too-long on Youth Day and pastor anniver- nd Stars of the World," will heada two-volume
inc some of the Mid-South's top
Easter Sunday, was a christening Grisham was narrator, and Mrs. neglected situation.
means that:
sary celebrations.
encyclopedia for housewives. The
ated performers. Scheduled to spJ. A. Beauciamp is organist and Like many other youths, she too The
Of babies.
He can — and does — operate volumes contain
enthusiastic damsel is presarticles on dol The church announces the fol- director of the choir.
is of the belief, that the church ently engaged in writing an essay ear on the program are the Southon the eyes of white men, but he mestie economy,
child care, nurn Male Chorus, Bro. Samuel
Mrs. Myrtle Horton is president is only partially meeting the needs
lowing changes in its Spring and
can't sit next to them in t h e trition, clothing,
on "What the Sunday School Means
gardening, rec.
Summer schedule. The Christian of the choir.
of the young people. But, her phi- o the Church." She hopes to win pann, the New Hope Ensemble,
movies.
reation,
sports,
medicine and law.
losophy takes a surprising and trip to the forth-corning National he Charlie Parker Singers, Rev.
He can golf on Miami's municicommendable twist as she advo- Sunday School convention in New . H. Brewster and His Camp STEUBENVILLE, Ohio—{UPI) pal course, but he can't use the
cates . . . `"a community center Orleans, as a result of this effort. ecting Singers, and many others. — The Very Rev. Daniel W.'clubhouse and restaurant.
surpervised by Christian leaders Unlike most. Miss Dockery's Rev. Brewster will emcee the Egan, 53, president of Steuben•a He can rent a room in a big,
that would provide wholesome re- church attendance and experience show which will also feature the vine college, suffocated in his Miami Beach hotel and swim in i
creation for youngsters in their date back to the time when she crowning of the Mallory Knight sleep Monday when his bed ithe pool, but he can't use a
ueen by outgoing queen, Miss caught fire, apparently from a "white" drinking fountain
spare tine."
iri the
was a "toddler at mother's knee."
Virginia Williams.
cigarette.
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Dade County Courthouse.
Her interest thn was just Sunday
Tickets
are
on
sale
at:
A
spokesman
for the Roman. Why, then, does he choose to
GoldFurther insight into the extraor- School, as is customary. Later, redinary nature of tills delightful ligious radio programs and books mith Central Ticket office: Pan- Catholic school said Father Egan remain?
0101(11 FURNITURE DEPT,
lass may be acqui.a.ci through sparked her desire to attend other aze drug store, Beale and Her- retired about 12:30 a.m. in the In an article in the current issue
PolpIts, Pm,COMIC TObill
ando: YMCA, 254
taking a peek into serval positions services at the church.
Lauderdale; Holy Spirit Monastery, residence of Look magazine, Dr. Brown
lervet.1 Price, Availebis
S
nd Coger Grocery store in White of the Franciscan Fathers on the answers
she took as a clear thinking mem- 'PROMISING YOUNGSTER'
simply:
RITE FOR FACE CATALOS
ber of the church's aeaating team' The
campus.
"We
are
not
satisfied. Segregaminister, Bishop J. 0. PatDo you ever become disturbed? will stand for those things that "Should I oung Penale Be Forced
SPRINGER
FASHION
Its
UNIFORMS
said
other
priests
living
in
tion
is
here
But
you
can't
run
terson. comments, "Miss Dockery
701N Si., 11,5. 77 Alabama St, S.W.
'All of us should becomedisturbed will promote the moral growth of Into Christianity?"
Miss Dock. is very intelligent, has good char- About one-third the area of the the monastery were aroused at from it. A man should work for
.Wublsgts• 2,0.C. Atisits 3,
ina•rtia
It times. There are things going the world.
U.S.,
is
classified as forest.
cry showed unusual skill in out.
3 a.m. by the smell of smoke,
progress where be is. not run."
on which should alarm us. We who The tragic thing of modern liv- witting her opponents by making acter, and is the most promising
youngster
around
the
church.
are Christians should be disturbed ing is wrapped up in the fact that a forceful point on the
operation's Hamilton High school is where
about the lack of Christianity, so many who are in positions which key defense, ''Bring up
‘a child in this young lady may be found
Those of us who are intellectual demand that
at they
ey he good have the way he should
go." The keen gravely pursuing mastery of everihould he concerned about the lack chosen to do otherwise. Many re- Miss drew from
this . . that present three R's. However, she
of intellect on behalf of those less sponsible people are not responsa there was a
great
difference be- spends many pleasant hours workintellectual than we. Those of us ble and with such people in retweet' train and force. "Teenagers ing with the Spanish
and "Y" Teen
who are morally mature should be sponsible positions we face a great'rebel
a ai t b
f
d
clubs in her junior year there.
Concerned about those who are less delimma in our approach to make
ligious activities
i
serDsotcykery plans to attend Fisk
young
"
morally mature than ourselves. this world a better place in which
"What Activities Should
university.
' The one thing that stands out to live
People
Participate
In?"
.
.
.
"I
•
But,
she would "relish the opporareas
o human e-. When Jesus admonished those
above all other
think young people may partici- tunity of being
one of the first to
bavior today evident in the "im-' who had lights to let them shine
morality or the moral." Many peoa he spoke in terms of all the capaci- pate in any activities that are not integrate Memphis State college."
Ple whom I know should he moral , ties we find ourselves possessing. against his or ler moral and re- She wants to be a social worker.
giants but they have satisfied them' The challenge of life today brings kigious teachings. If one can truly LIVES WITH MOTHER
sa he is doing this for Jesue ..
Johnnie Bell resides with her
selves by being moral pigmies in. us to the question of standing up'
No longer do we concern for the best that is in us. Only it is right for Jesus should be in. mother and sister, Mrs. Effie Dockeluded
in
everything
we do."
ery and Miss Genevieve Dockery
Ourselves with what is right but that which is good illuminates.
realer what is expedient.
• We can not do otherwise. What- TEEN NEEDS
at 1190 Latham.
"Does
The
Church
area
Meet
of
ever
human
. Today Jesus speaks of the morThe In commenting on her statement
activity that
alist — those who know what is, inspires people to nobler living also Need of the Teenager?" . . Miss ,that most youths are looking for a
right and says to them: "Ye are inspires them to put forth greater!Dockery believes that although the religion that will endorse 'all" of
the light of the world!" There are effort in making this a better: church gives love and understand- their activities, Miss Dockery puts
aing of spiritual matters, it does the finishing touch on
those of us who are the lights of
this interthe world but what has happened i Maybe in the final analysis wel not adequately meet the needs of view with: "There is not a religion
to our lights? Unfortunately for should become disturbed — maybe:the teenager. She bases her view for the young and one for the
old
many of us our lights have beenl there is something that should on the observation that in most . . If old
people can find enjoy.
put out in light of popularity. 'make us mindful of our weakness- church auxiliaries there is an old- ment in fellowship with God,
so can
The blame for world conditions' es and our contributions to the er person at the head.
young people."
today are centered around those current world conditions. Once She goes on to make the most
who have become ima again we must find our moral capable and should be given corn.
moral. In far too many instances equilibrum and then move on to a plete responsibility in certain inthose of us who should be burning, position in which we will
be able stances. "There aren't enough or- The Fashion Show sponsored by
lights of encouragement to those: to help others. We know that
the ganizations to train youth."
the Women's Council of the Secwho are lost find ourselves lost.' world conditions of today
demand She goes on to make the lost ond Congregational church schedulThose of us who should he point- that we put forth every effort to far-reaching point of this interview
ed for April 5 in Bruce Hall, Leina
3
a the way to the confused in make ourselves better and in re- "T h e church is not concerned , Moyne college, has been postpon
many instances find ourselves con-' tarn make others better,
about the young people after Sun-. ed. Mrs. Callie Stevens, count,'
fused. We need those who are l The 'immorality' of
the so call- day worship and various rehears- president wishes to thank all per
fond themselves and confidentied 'moral' must be challenged
als." And . . . this is where she!sons connected with the event and
themselves to lead people to higher l challenged to the
point that all,cora points out the necessity for a corn- iinforms ticket holders that their
art nobler, heights.
I aerated might -move on to do a munity center. As a means of in- money can be redeemed from the
The tragic thing about our better job in world-building.
jteresting ministers in the much person who sold them tickets.
whole world situation is wrapped
sip in the fact that rather than do
those things which are in keeping
with the highest moral, spiritual,
Intellectual, and social standards
we have chosen standards that
lead us to comformity to what is
demanded by society. We live in
a world of sexual, intellectual, social, and many other immoralities
The immorality of the moral be
comes a piercing question today
because many of the moral have
lost their moral fiber. In the presence of a healthy moral climate
we need neorle who are coins to
say "yes" when the question demands "yes" and "no" when the
situation demands the same. This
Is no time for "immorality' to be
Courting "morality." We long to
day for people who have come to
grips with those things that will
make for a healthy society who
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VATIC'A N CITY—MPS
n e
John XXIII will receive more than,
1100 Negroes from 333 nations in a
'special addlence Wednesday mornkg. Vatican sources said.
The Negroes are attending Fl congress in Rome on Negro culture,
which ends today.

BUSY CONTEST — Little Miss
Vivera Lyen Harris, seated
front. copped the Queen crown
Ii the baby contest sponsored
Emmanuel
Baptist
by the
china h recently. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth

Barrie, wito turned in the most
number of enntr- -Omni in the
contest. Carl Smillahury, extreme left, epeemored by Hrs.
Cleotis Rutherford, won the
King (roan, Others are, from
left to tight Sandra Jones, Gloria Diane Sangster, Debra Is

Carter, Patricia Awn Bridge
water and Phylise Jefferson
Left to right center are Sha
wide R (Minn, Fountain Williams and Karen Stewart. Roy
Lee Cummings Is at extreme
right.
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• Engagement Of Dot Dam/ridge Spotlights
Worldwide Interracial Journey To Altar
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PEARL BAILEY receives kiss
from hubby Louis Benson while
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proval of the marriage. Scene
was during reception when the

two famed stars were married.

Dandridge Engagement Spotlights
Worldwide Interracial Marriages
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mother in law, Mrs. Louis Benson, Sr., lends her smiling ap-

DOR OTEIV DANDRIDGE'S annnounced engagement to cafe ba•
ron Jack Denkon has started a discussion of the many interracial
manages in the past. Dot is one
of a score of femme stars to be.
come an "interracial bride."

Raisin In The Sun'Author Has
Her Say About Route To Broadway

Sarah Vaughan
Kelly's Swing
Star For Week

margin
For Love'
Lees Call It 'No
Mixed Marriages! Huh

ip

nip directs most of Miss
Horne's disc sessions, lie also
serves as her pianist on numerous occasions.

Announcement of engagement of i terracial marriages between top' most of the current top names in Premice who is wife of Timothy
music, musical comedy and drama Fates, a wealthy socialite on New
film star Dorothy Dandridge to 1 femme stars and non-sepians.
includes 1 circles.
York's Park avenue. Both Miss
ANN WIGGINS Brown is shown in Jack Denison, cafe owner along! List, an imposing one,
A goodly number of the marnot given up. whereas Ann gave tainmend She has of course apaction during one of her world wide the Hollywood strip started rush
Horne and Miss Premice are in
to files to pinpoint number of inriages took place aboard where the play "Jamaica" due to close up the concert field to settle down peared in most concert halls of music publishing firm and doss
tours as convert artist.
American stars are now making out on Broadway this month after to duties of housewife. Jo Baker Europe hut has done little cafe friend of producer Philip Rose
their home. However there have two years run. Miss home's bus- has since retired but only after and theatre work over here. A was force behind the move to ge
been others right here in Ameri- band is an expert arranger and several years of combination prominent added starter in the ''A Raisin" produced for Broad
interracial marriage "derby" is way. Yes, interracial marriages
ea including the coming Dand- musician who directs much of his housewife and artist.
Since most of Diahann Carroll's Lorraine Ilansberry whose con- between artists and producers have
ridge-Denison nuptals.
wife's singing.
spotlighting has been through me- tribution to stage circles somes been common over past several
Many of the wives discussed Josephine Baker whose present
dium of television we'll have to with arrival of "A Raisin In The decades. There have been others.
here are active on Broadway and husband is a French Count has mention
her interracial marriage Sun" on Broadway. Her husband, We merely mention few of the
in Hollywood today. Miss Dan- been marrie dtwice before, once as
belonging to that field of enter- Robert Nemiroff, member of a more important ones.
dridge has just completed her late- to Billy Baker, a sepian and anest picturing starring role of other time to a Frenchman, like"Bess" in film "Porgy 'N Bell" wise wearing the title of a Count.
due to hit nation's screens
Ann Wiggins Brown, "Bess" in
in July. The Broadway
the original Broadway version of
In
a
columnists
Vegas
when
Las
HILDA
SEE
stem
is represented by Lena "porgy
By
'N Bess" now lives in
magazine penned a story about
Horne who is married to Switzerland, the house wife of a
DENVER, Colo. — Not exactly Eartha Kitt's alleged connections
and Josephine native, Thorleif Schjelderup, an
Lennie Hayton
sure the boss will recognize ex- with a member of the very wealthy
expert ski jumper, journalist and
pense account after seeing this and important Loew family and inauthor. Anotkir foreign marriage
article about something that took dicating marriage might result.
of an American and Frenchman
By JACK GAYER
place miles from site of my as- I mention this as a sort of long
Raisin in the Sun." This one she Negroes moving into a white comunited
Ann of ttle Peters sisters
signment, but I'll take the chance range comparison of Kitt with
(UPI Drama Editor)
didn't put aside, she would up munity. After I had finished the
musiand
Willie.
Kett,
a
French
anyway.
with a complete play.
most of the other sepia greats.
first draft, we had some dinner
cian. Ann is one of the famous
NEW YORK — Offhand, the
Subject is interracial marriages Eartha has been mentioned with
"Four hours of play, to be ex- guests one night and I read the
Peters
sisters
who
gave
up
Amerimatter
of
becoming
a
successful
keys
typewriter
may
suggested to
a lot of eligibles and they have all
act,"
Miss
Hansberry
said.
"And
script to them. One of the guests
ca for Europe.
playwright seems simple in the
after reading story in local "Post" been high up the ladder of finance.
not quite the one now on view at was the actor. Sidney Poitier, who
One of the most popular inter- case of Lorraine Hansberry. Bullsabout Dorothy Dandridge's en- This leads one to believe and
the Barrymore Theater, although is our leading man.
racial marriages is that of Pearl eye first time out. But, of course,
gagement to a cafe dining room actually write, in event Eartha
the first act, through all the re- "There was considerable critiBailey and Louis Bellson her or- it isn't simple, never was and
concessionaire she met in Las Kitt says yes to an interracial
writes that followed, has remain- cism of the script after iny four
chestra leader. They appear to- never will be.
Vegas.
"hitch" guy on "groom" and will
ed
essentially the same."
hours of reading. Mainly, the obgether on most programs that fea- "I had spent a lot of time and
By coincident, indeed, I was in be someone of great importance.
The historic facts must intrude jection was that I had two plays.
ture Miss Bailey.
considerable money trying to be
There are those would give a
here, although they have nothing I'm stubborn, and I argued but
One of the earlier interracial an artist," said the comely 28- to
spank to Kitt for her alleged esdo with the fact that "A Raisin I thought it over for a few days,
marriages involved Katherine Dun- year-old author of "A Raisin in
capades but in this corner the
in The Sun," is a brilliant first then went back to work.
ham,
the
famous
dancer
and
chorThe
Sun,"
Broadway's
latest
drabegins
then
first
and
girl thinks
play that would loom large in any "I wound tip with a much shorteographer to Henry Pratt, famous matic hit. "I came to New York
counting and counting before concustomer and designer of stage from my home in Chicago in 1950, season. Miss Ilansberry is the er play that concentrated on the
sidering a yes aswer. Perhaps Kitt
dress, a Chicagoan. And there was after a couple of years in college, first woman of her race to have a characters and their intimate
figures they may be troubles ahead
the marriage of Hilda Simms of with art in mind. Finally, I had play presented on Broadway. Her problems and dreams. No one was
for any marital move she makes
"Anna Lucasta" to a kin of one to admit to myself that I just play is about Negroes living in a more surprised thali I when a Muand wishes to be certain of chance
slum section of Chicago and hop- sic business associate of my husSarah Vaughan, who has joyous- of being well paid for her's or the
of Chicago's better known cafe didn't have it as a painter.
praise
voband's, Philip Rose, told me he
ly exhausted the world's
barons, "Near Loop" Ricardo. Hil- "I had been trying to write vari- ing for a better life.
guy's mistakes if there should be
cabularies, is sending Chicagoans one or more.
da and hubby spent most of their ous things for years, and I decid- "The play originally was much wanted to produce the play. It
more
of
a
social
problem
drama
back to their dictionaries during
took
about a year to raise the mootime in Europe after the wedding ed that I would concentrate on
I am sending this story by air
current two-week engagement at mail special with expense account
that took place during "Lucasta's" writing. But not just any sort of than it is now," the author went ey to produce it and to get the
on. "There was heavy stress on right cast.
Mister Kelly's.
Chicago run.
attached. Here's hoping boss reads
writing. Six years ago or so, with
The tour at Kelly's a homecom- the expense account before ha
Mattiwilda Dobbs, the Georgia nothing to prove my point, I just
ing for Sarah who has made this does the article. In that case he
born 'opera star, like Ann Wiggins told myself that I was a playcity her home since her mar- may discover, all too late, that
Brown and Jo Baker chose a for- wright and began working at it."
riage last fall to Chicago busi- lthe subject matter is foreign to JOEPHINE PREMICE creatTimothy Fates of)New York
eign born non-sepia for a mate. METHOD MAY BE UNIQUE
nessman Clyde Atkins. Atkins is
reached Park avenue.
Miss Dobbs married at height of "I didn't set out to write anythe thing I was sent here in write ed a real cntroversy when her
also her manager.
her singing career which she has thing in finished form," she exabout.
marriage to wealthy socialite
plained. "I didn't have a com•
plete play idea in my head. I
wrote experimentally, only to give
myself experience. I would think
of a dramatic situation that interest me. write as much dialogue
as necessary to work out that situation and go on to another such
EDITOR'S NOTE
exercise.
by
marriages
involvclutted
matter
of
mixed
desks
are
of
those
Editors
"Dear Editor: "I am one
"Dear Editor: Being a fan and soon wed outside the race. Being
This went on year after year,
have
heard
I
female
stars.
I
whose
letter
ing
our
perhaps
pessimists,
with fragments of scripts piling
admirer of many of the actresses a bit disturbed over so many of letters arriving daily dealing
but
subject,
a
published
cons
on
the
be
pros
and
expect
to
never
up unseen by anyone except the
and singers who have crossed the our top female artists wedding with various subjects throughout
few I shall mention while with- writer's husband, Robert Nemirsome of which reach I am sending it anywaY.
color line to select their mates whites I decided to see for myself the year,
impression.
Some
interracial
my
own
subject
of
holding
Mine
is
on
with
off,
member of a music publishthe files for future use
or to be selected, thought I'd be what goes, and try and find a
marriages involving our top stars. say generally the male white who ing firm whom she married in
others going into the waste basreason.
in
reasoning
within bounds of
I have so often heard someone say weds a sepian who is a already a 1953. But a couple of years ago
kets.
writing you about how such marshe'll get her big break" when star generally will he found to
Many say such marriages usuIt is the letters from the "files" speaking of one of those mar- have been just a step away from her "exercising" led to the charriages strike home with me,
ally mean breaks for the ladies so
acters and basic situation of "A
this
week
arrived
that
plus one
riages. Where is the break to failure in .his own profession. Such
I think it a great thing for inter- far as their careers are concerned
we are publishing in this issue. stem from? Perhaps the answer critics even charge the poor guy
racial understanding and quite a due to fact that they usually marThey deal with pros and cons, will come when one of our femme has about become convinced that
problem solver for those who insist ry influential whites. However, I
likes and dislikes of interracial greats marries a Darryl Zanuck; he cannot weather the competition
on aeparatinng the races despite am not so sure this is true. Let
marriages and what they are
fact that all involved are human us take the Dandridge case for adjudged as meaning to the par- a Clark Gable, a Marlon Brando, coming from his own people and
a Bing Crosby, a Perry Como, an is willing to latch on to a star,
beings. I have checked very close- one. Miss Dandridge's husband,
ties involved and their fandom Oscar Hammerstein to name a most any star.
ly and find few of the marriages from what we read is just a step
that
those
letters
as
well.
Only
few. So far about all that can be Then there are others who dishave gone on the rocks. Much above head waiter, having operatare too bitter and carry no bias- said of the groom is he's marrying agree with the criticism. They
fewer than is the usual way of ed dining room in a Las Vegas
race
problem
will
thinking
on
the
NEW YORK — RED PRYSOCK,
so and so of stage or music fame. say the two people figure they
married lives in Hollywood and on hotel, the place where the two
be presented. However, all the The latter usually a recognized can go it better together. They at Small's Paradise for two weeks,
Broadway. It would seem the par- met. Miss Dandridge, on other
letters show a definate inclina- star at time of the wedding.
argue the males could get most lost his organ, saxophone and unities Involved know well what they hand was starring in the club at
tion to forget about love, Isn't
Might very well he that I am anyone in their own race for a forms when iv played the Hi Ilat
are doing and are ready for mar- the time. No one ever heard of
that lye entered into wrong. If so please send me a clip- wife hut prefer to cross the line. Club in
.. The club burnried life when they hook up. Let the hubby to he until his name It possible
ping showing one such interracial Rebuttal to this (and it is not ed to the ground with all of Red's
marriages, was linked with hers. Now he is some of the matches?
us have more such
marriage where two principals are mine particularly) is when and equipment
After all we are all humans and the subject for front page stories,
THE GOLDEN GATE QUARTET
both stars in their chosen profes- where will the records show a
In many instances Americans By the same token how hig'ily
Heyworth, continues their fantastic tour
13ellson
rated as a Jo Baker married prior to the sions. In that case I withdraw my Lana Turner, Rite
alike. Why let color of the skin was Louis
Debbie Reynolds, "Liz" Taylor or throughout the world for ANTA
,drummer before he married wedding announcement? If the protest.
be a barrier."
•••
'A..1. — Brookyn, N. Y. Zsa Zsa Gabor marrying fellows and the State Department as they
Pearl Bailey? How famous a mu-i grooms are such influential per• ••
ous femmes to spoillgbil
in the bracket that holds the performed five roneerts in the Phil- LORRAINE HANSI3ERRY who
"Dear Editor: I have just read sician as !Arne Hayton prior to , sons wits do the papers always
wrote the play "A Raisin In
racial marriages.
s, playing to over
ip:m
ine
confirmation if a long existing his marriage to Lena Horne? Just' use the bride-to-be name when re- "Dear Editor: i have tried and males who have been able IS cap- l
one
of
the
lamThe Son," is
people.
tried to figure who gains most In ture some of our top stars?"
rumor that Dorothy Dandridge WilL how "countish" were those Counts porting the marriage?"

Eartha Kitt Remains
Single Despite Many
•Bids By Influentials

IN

LENA BORNE and hubby Lennie Dayton, are shown rehearsing new tune, arranged by
Lennie to be sung by Miss
llonw, a common scene. Len-

Mixed Marriages! Great!

Harlem To
Broadway
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Dear Mme. Chante: I've read brownskin, 190 lbs , good manners
your column for several years. and intelligent. I would like to
Only until recently I didn't think marry a stylish, shapely, inlellianyone would have much success
in meeting a mate through your gent young lady between 20 and
column. However, I know of a 35, not over 165 lbs. Would like to
very happy couple that were mar- marry in the summer or early
ried as a result of your column. I fall. O.K. if she has children. Jack
am interested in meeting a nice Collins, CO J. R. Construction
single lady — one child accept- Co., P 0 Box 332, Hartford, Conn
••
able — between the ages of 25
and 35. Prefer a girl with Catho- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lic background — though it is not lonesome lady who would like to
compulsory. I am 33. 6 feet tall, meet a nian interested in matri187 lbs. Jerome Wilson, 4122 Har- mony between the ages of 30 and
50. I am a church worker and beris, St. Louis, Mo.
•••
long to some social clubs. I would
Dear Mme. Chante: I sincerely like a nice man with an income
would appreciate corresponding who would like to share and enwith ladies between 30 and 45, be- joy a lovely home. I am intellitween 150 and 300 lbs., 5-6 to 6 feet gent and capable, 30 years old, 5
tali, no particular color. I do ask feet, 6 inches tall, light brown skin.
that she be clean and would like Will exchange photos. M. E. Mcfor her to have a trade or profes Caston, 1303 Kentucky, Memphis
sion for I have several. I am 41, 6, Tenn.
•• •
6 feet tall, 170 lbs., medium brown
Dear Mme. Chante: Quite a long
complexion. Raymond Carter, 121
while ago I wrote you asking for
Mississippi Ave., Laurel, Miss.
assistance in finding a suitable
Dear Mme. Chante: I work for companion. I received many rea traveling construction company plies — thanks to you and as a
and am tired of this sort of life. result I found a very nice woman
Would like to marry and settle whom I eventually married. Howonly
together
down. My wife is dead and I have ever, we were
one child. I am 35, 6 feet tall, a short time. She died of a heart
ailment after we had been mar- steady worker.worker. Will tell more is to find a wife. I am very loneried for a period of nine months. about myself later. Albert Love, ly and unhappy. I am 30. brownNow, I am asking you again to 4236 Vincennes Ave., Chicago, 111. skin. 5 feet, 8 inches tall. 175
•••
lbs. I want an understanding womhelp me find someone with whom
I can start life anew. I'm very Dear Mme, Chante: I am inter- an between the ages of 19 and 30.
I
and
died
Am not looking for pen pals, only
wife
am
I
husband.
a
obtaining
in
my
ested
lonely since
need companionship very much. I 32, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, 120 lbs., those interested in marriage need
would like a woman in her mid- brown complexion. Would like to write, J. Roland. 615 W. 150th st.,
thirties or late twenties, weighing correspond with a gentleman be- New York, N.. Y.
not more than 120 pounds with tween 32 and 38. He must like
no children. If she is not sincere church, have a good job, a good Dear Mme Chaste: I am interand straight forward, I will not be disposition and does not drink or ested in meeting a sincere, honest,
interested. Shall answer all let- gamble. Ile must love children as attractive lady — one who is kind
ters and exchange photos. Samuel I have four. I need someone to and considerate of others a is d
R. Qualls, P. 0. Box 343, Prin- help me raise my children and be lives by the "Golden Rule. She
a good companion to me. I love must have a pleasant disposition,
cess Anne, Md.
••
homelife and all it takes to make not over 35 years old or weighing
took tip the gigantic task of car- Old St. James.
Dear Mme. Chante: You have a home happy. Martha M. Bar- over 135 lbs., and between 5-3 and
rying on the work in a changing All friends of Old St. James are helped many. so I am asking you bour, R. R. 2, Box 430A, Jefferson- 5-6. I am 40. 6 feet. 1 inch tall,
172 lbs., dark brown skin and not
and revitalized parish. The new cordially invited to attend the to help me find a nice lady com- ville, Ind.
••
45
handsome. Robert T. Washington,
pastor, Father John J. Farrell car. 104th Annhersary Mass there on panion. I am a single man
years of age, dark brownskin, a Dear Mme. Chante: My desire P. 0. Box 9188, Chicago 90, Ill.
so April 12, 1959.
r es on the missionary wo
long and ably characteristic of

St. James Church To Observe
104th Anniversary Of Foundin
•

library.
In 1942 Cardinal Stritch appointAnd so this was the crowning ed the Very Reverend Monsignor
work of Father McGuire's pastorF'rancis I. Lavin as pastor of Old
ate at Old St. James, and today
the church and the buildings he St. James and he served ably and
erected stand as a memorial to well until the Spring of 1958. Then
his genius as a Catholic educator. a man of like vision and courage

When Bishop Anthony O'Regan,
the third Bishop of Chicago, in
1835, decided to found a parish for
the 25 Catholic families on the
south side, he appointed Father
Thomas F. Kelly as its first pastor. Services were held in an old
known as St.
building
frame
Agatha's Academy, behind Mercy
Hospital at 26th and Rio Grande
Calumet
called
Avenue, today
Avenue.
A frame church was built in
1858 at 27th and Prairie Avenue,
for the huge sum of $3,000. During
the first years of his pastorate,
Father Kelly had to take care of
many of the Catholics on the south
side. He started the missions that
grew into the parishes of St. Patrick's in South Chicago, St. Thomas the Apostle in Hyde Park and
St. Anne's at 55th and Wentworth
Avenue. This is why Old St. James TYPICAL EASTER 1tom!)
has been railed, and rightfully so, ran be seen leaving historic
St. James Catholic church in
'The Mother Church of the South
Chicago. Parish will obserse
Side"
In 1860 Father Kelly received an
assistant, Father Peter Corcoran,
the great-grand untie of Father
William D. cpgun, who is an assistant at 01M St. James now.
When the Civil War broke out.
Father Kelly left Old St. James
In become the Chaplain of the
90th Illinois Infantry, known as
the "Irish Brigade."
Camp Douglas, at 31st Street
and Cottage Grove Avenue. was
the scene of more than 250 Confederate prisoners, who were
baptized by the priests of Old St.
James. The war activities of those
days are the same as those we
experience today.
Then the war time passes and
Father W. Riordan, who was pastor from 1371 to 1883, to meet the
parish,
growing
demands of a
bought the land and built t h e
Wabash
and
29th
church at
Avenue. Just as the church was
completed, he was appointed by
Rome as Co-Adjutor Bishop to the
Most Rev. J. S. Alemany of San
Francisco. and eventually he became the Archbishop of San Francisco. The church is a replica of
Holy Name Cathedral.
Th pastorate of Father Hugh
McGuire from 1883 to 1911, might INTERIOR SPLENDOR OF
well be called the "golden era of historic St. James Catholic
Old St. James Parish." as during church can be seen in above
these years it became one of the
picture. Parish, which observes
most flourishing parishes in the
Inith annisersary of its foundwhole United States.
his•
When Father McGuire came to ing on April 12, has long
the parish October 13, 1883, he im- tory of service to Chicago
mediately continued the work of Southside community.
Archbishop Riordan.
Old St. James is one of the few
consecrated churches in this arch- Makes The Boat
diocese. On Sunday. May 26, 1895,
the famous chimes were conse- PALERMO. Sicily — (UPI) —
crated and were considered the Industrialist Iglnio Guagnellini
finest in the country.
was no man to miss the boat. DeOn August 28. 1884. he opened layed by an airto accident while
the grammar school, then in tatrt the Italian liner Saturnia sailed
Ow first high school for girls in Friday. he caught up in a helicopthe country, and in 1905 boys were ter and calmly slid down a cable
admitted to the high school. Every to the liner's deck while other
deal room had its ewe reference passengers looked on in awe.

Student Gets
Trip Home For Easter

Miss Martha M. Barber, of the by nationals (Africans)."
Church of God In Christ. He at- VISITS 23 STATES
Easter came late to a Liberian tended Sexton elementary school Since the student has been In
student in this country, but it was for a year and a half.
this country, he has managed to
one of his most memorable ones
visit 23 states. His journeys have
because the 20-year-old youth left WHEATON COLLEGE
taken him into Tennessee, Missisfor his home for a two-weeks va- Now a junior, majoring in anth- sippi, Florida. Georgia and Texas.
cation with his family on Easter ropology at Wheaton college, the He reported racial incidents in
bright youth said he skipped from Memphis and in Miami. In Memmorning.
Later he phis a clerk refused to serve him
It was Alexander Gbayee's first the fourth grade to 7A.
College Acad- pop and In Miami he wasn't altrip home in six years. The trip enrolled in Wheaton
college. lowed to try on clothes although
was arranged for Gbayee by the emy and then Wheaton
president of Wheaton college, Ray- He said he came to America be- in both places they knew he was
mond Edmond. He made the trip cause of the educational opportuni- an African.
in the personal plane of R. H. Le- ties. Gbayee explained he is ma- Although America offers many
Turner, a prominent building con- joring in anthropology because "I educational advantages, Gbayee
structor in Liberia. The president figured I would get to know my said, "I like my home better."
also gave the student $100 for country — Africa as a whole..." From the interior of Liberia,
"spending" money for his journey. He feels that for Africa to get Gbayee's home is in Cape Palmas,
The 20-year-old youth came to any lasting good in the country, which is about 300 miles from
this country with a missionary, "It will really have to be done Monrovia.
By ERNESTINE COFIELD

the 104th anniversary of its
founding on April 12. At the
extreme right can be seen

si hool which is scheduled to
he torn down. Between school
and church is new one•story
school.

Appeal For College Funds
YORK — Nine UNCF cuntry as an open-end, pnblic-serv- schedule is as follows: Johnson
, NEW
choirs will open the month of ice package show. The program C. Smith University choir (CharApril in the regular weekly "Neg ca nhe obtained by writing to na- lotte, N. C.), April 12, Christopher
ro College Choir" series heard tional headquarters: The United W. Kemp, director. Knoxville Colover the ABC Radio Network.
Negro College Fund. 22 E. 54th
lege choir (Knoxville, Tenn.), April
The special broadcast April 5 Street, New York 22, N. Y.
also will mark the opening of the The remainder of the April 19, Russell W. Smith, director.
United Negro College Fund's anVirginia Union University choir
nual appeal. The program will fea(Richmond, Va.), April 26, W. .1.
Drops Mate After
ture the choirs of: Atlanta UniverGoodwin, director.
sity, Morehouse and Spelman Col- Changing Her
leges, Atlanta; Fisk University,
LAUREL, Md. — (UPI) CrabNashville; Shaw University, Ral- Mind Eight Times
It was a woman's prerogative.
eigh, N. C.: Texas College, Tyler,
grass Farm's Noureddin has been
Ann
it
Mrs.
exercised
Sirkin
and
ChrisSouthern
Texas; Tougaloo
entered in the $75,000 New LauCollege, Tougal, Miss.; — eight times.
tian
Mrs. Sirkin, 43. filed for di- rel Maturity April IL Noureddin,
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.;
and Xavier University, New Or- vorce and changed her mind injured in the 1958 Preakness, reeight times in 22 years of mar- turned to action last Saturday and
leans.
This recorded program is avail- riage. Last week she got a sev- finished fourth in the Gulfstream
able to radio stations across the erance decree on her ninth try. handicap.
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National Tea
OKs 3-Way
Stock Split
The shareholders of National
Tea Co., has approved the proposed changes in the company's capital stock as recommended by the
board of directors.
Shareholders a t.the annual
meeting held in the home offices
of the company represented 1,886,
106 shares, either in person or by
proxy, which accounted for more
than 83 percent of the common
shares outstanding of record on
Feb. 13, 1959. The following proposed changes in the company's
capital stock were approved:
1. To increase the number of
authorized common shares from
4.3 million to 10 million shares.
2. To change the par value of
National Tea Co., common shares
from $5 to tt per share.
3. To change each of the present issue of 5 par value common
shares to three issued shares of
the proposed $4 par value common shares.

Texans Miss Booth.
Squeezing Record
EL

PASO, Tex. — (M) —
There are times when even Texans
have to admit it's a handicap to
he too big.
College men at Texas Western
squeezed and squeezed, but could
put only 19 men into a telephone
booth.
That was far short of the record set by Modesto Calif. Junior
College where 32 students sardined
themselves into a booth.
It was four short of the 23 who
squeezed into a
booth
at St.
Mary's College, Morass, Calif.
Rut it tied the mark set by Hatfield College of England.
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L. ALIX WILSON, twit*? end Gilmore, M•isagior

MEN WITH INK
He knew how to edit a newspapSince everything else is being er, . Not just a Negro newspaper.
modernized, it might be well to He had accumulated experiences
Subscription rate. On* year, 56; six isminths. $3.10. 12-year special Subscriptiou rote $IM
put a modern touch on a lot of as a reporter, editor, and war
old sayings. For instance, the one correspondent which could cornThe Tri-State Defender Dees Net Tak• Responsibility Sot unselkited Manuscripts isr Photos.
about the pen's being mightier than mand the respect of any newsthe sword might be changed to
regardless of race or geoPublished Ivory Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishinp C. Interel as Second
"The typewriter produces more graphical
man'
location. The result
fall-out than the atomic bomb." was more weight was attached to
Class Matter or the Memphis Pest Office March 20, 1132„ Under Act ef March 2, 11171.
The thought conies to mind what Wilson wrote. He brought
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
when it is remembered that Mem- to alemphis the know-how and
phis has lost one of the best news the technical proficiency which
papermen ever to pound a type- gave a higher status to the Negro
writer in these parts. He is L. publications
. .of this area.
Alex Wilson, who, for more than He al
half a decade, has served as edit- needed in a newsnanero,m, a" •.,
or of the Tri-State Defender.
his case and at the time he work.
The Tri-State Defender is an af- ed in Memphis, Mr. Wilson needed
Defender.
Chicago
filiate of the
more than courage to plead for a
And that's why Mr. Wilson won't traditional cause. He needed the
ITohnegerpaarsenat courage to join a cause, stand up
If you have tried to balance the family es from the Negro community are out- breesidinentMeinnepwhissmaann.y
for a cause, get shoved around for
hi
already aware of
-- —8 8 Cause, and still remain on the
litv
get - and chances are you have - you standing today-two whole years after they newspaper.was
no longer able to scene in behalf of the cause, dequalities,
the mental and economic gymnastics were made. And the construction of the resist the opportunity to Rut its Spite the pressures of tremendous
necessary to come out on top. Consider building cannot be started until these pledg- best foot forward for the home odds.
. so it sent for Wilson Perhaps in no other period in
then the plight of the folks who are trying es are paid. Several members of the com- base . . on
up to higher ground American history has the Negro
to conic
to build a new building to house the activi- munity promised to redeem their pledges and larger responsibility. Mr. Wil- newspaper in the South been callties of the YWCA branch now located at in three installments. Some did. Others paid son's leaving Memphis was a ma- ed upon to stand up to as much
in a famous organic- pressure as it has during the cur541 Vance. They are trying to make some one installment, some two. Many have jor promotion
ation. It was a promotion he flier- rent unrest over integration. In no
sense out of a budget, a large part of which ignored their pledges. Letters went out to its and one that more nearly fits other period has there been so
is non-existent. Actually the money for these donors-on-paper early this year re- a man of his caliber. And, his pro- clear a need for intelligent, under.
motion was a loss to Memphis and standing. courageous, and prolesthe new building is looking them right in mniding them of their deliquency. A follow- Dixie.
sionally competent Negro journalthe face but much of it is just on paper. up letter pointed out the urgency of the SIGNIFICANT SYMBOL
ists. If he is an editor he has to
The real money - the kind that spends - in situation. But these letters didn't do much To those who know something know his community and present
of the background and evolution views and policies compatible with
your pocketbook - if you are one of the
of the Negro press, Mr. Wilson the temper of his times and the
geed.
many persons who have failed to pay pledgwas A significant symbol of the
It is alarming to think that substantial significant changes the Negro press aneeds of his constituency. If he is
reporter he has to be more
es made during the Y's 1957 campaign.
numbers of the Memphis citizenry are so has undergone since Russwurm than ever a respecter of facts and
Just for background, we refer you to
launched
the
first
Negro
newspamaster of objectivity. If he is a
irresponsible as to make covenants with
April of '57 when the YWCA of Memphis
per. Wilson represents that new photographer, advertising man, or
the YWCA for such an important project type of Negro journalist, who has sonic
other practitioner of t ti
launched a $400,000 drive. You'll rememand willingly fail to keep their promises. We a whole lot of characteristics very newspaper field, he has to be ablee
ber that $40,000 of the expected $400,000
prefer to feel that there are other circum- much different from the Negro to measure up to general stand.
was earmarked for a new branch building
newspaperman of not too many ards. The day of the old personal.
stances which keep these pledges unpaid. years ago.
ized Negro newspaper are gone.
eplace the Vance structure. Mrs. Sarah
Perhaps some were confused by the three The new breed of Negro news- l'apers run by men like Wilson
' ynes Brown generously sold the site of
Wilson,
are
men,
like
naturally
are taking their places.
installment stipulation and thought they
the home she had shared with the late Prof.
concerned with the Negro and his WON
FAME
had three years to redeem their pledges. status in America and the world. WhileNATIONAL
here in Memphis not only
L. E. Brown. She sold it to the Y for a
Actually, the installments were due in 1957, But, over and beyond race the did Mr. Wilson symbolize the
Poetry, Places And People
faction of its worth so there would be a good
1958 and 1959. However, barring catast- modern Negro newsman recogniz- change taking place in publicalocation assured for the new building.
es the demands and responsibili• tions operated by Negroes. He
Memphis fell short of the $400.000 goal but rophe, there is no excuse for this sum of ties of his profession. He has an also added to his stature here. He Since my first printed poem year I wrote "The Weary Blues" ems," which contains the best
consciously cultivated gained national and international (other than in Cleveland's Central while working on an old cargo known and best liked of all the
the YWCA board decided to give the money-this $18,000-to remain on paper. It inbred and
ship anchored off Jones Point in many poems of mine from my
respect for facts. He draws a attention, with the Tri-State Deis
a
barrier
to
the
construction
of
the
new
appeared the Hudson River. During a trip earlier books, along with a numbranch's new building priority and felt sure
sharp line between expressing an fender as his vehicle, lie rapidly High school magazine)
that the cash-plus-pledges total from the building which will become the Sarah Hay- opinion and being objective about learned the trends and background in June, 1921, In the CRISIS, I to Africa as a merchant seaman ber of new or hitherto unpublishedof the community. He quickly com- have written more than a thous- I wrote a number of verses. Then in-book-form poems.
the facts in a story.
nes Brown branch
campaign would justify its decision.
my first jazz poems were put on It is a big handsome volume
Negro newspapermen like Wilson manded the
of the leaders and poems.
Won't you search your records and have a great respect for the power of this area.respect
But many of the branch pledges weren't
His position on pub- Many of my early poems, begin- paper while I was employed at a in the Knopf tradition of beautiful
paid. According to Mrs. Addie Owen, your soul now? If you are on the delinquent of words. But they have a greater lic issues was sound and progres- ning with "The' Negro Speaks of night club in the rue Pigalle in bookmaking, with a jacket photorespect for the power of knowl- sive. No one had to wait long to Rivers" were first published in the Paris. So my poetry has been graph by Henri Cartier-Bresson
branch executive director $18,000 in pledg- list, pay up like the good citizen you are.
edge . . . true information about find out where he stood on a mat- CRISIS, the official organ of the written in many places, many and lovely scratchboard drawings
what is being considered. Such ter. He was a community assett; NAACP, then under the editorship countries, many cities, from the by E. McKnight Kauffer in an unmen place greater emphasis on possessed of the mental, moral, of Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, with Jes- USA to the USSR, Harlem to Par- usual format. And in the book—
covering the news rather than be- spiritual, and professional qualities sie F'auset as managing editor. is, by hand on scraps of paper all within single covers, as reading in the news. They are less demanded in his situation. Those For a long time the CRISIS WAS to being typed on fine new type- ers have long requested — are to
The story of Illinois's vast potential as scarcely do better than locate in Illinois — concerned about being race lead- are qualities that will make good Negro America's leading literary. writers, gifts of patrons of th e be found not only my early poems
like "Cross," "Mother To Son"
arts.
a center for manufacturing and industry the heart of the nation, where every desire era, and more interested in living anywhere. The town owes him a magazine.
and "I, Too, Sing America," but
up to the traditions of a profession vote of thanks . . even though
people
have
laelpA
great
many
Jourthe
OPPORTUNITY,
Then
editorial
of
industry
is
ready
and
waiting."
pages
of
,was featured in nearly 40
that places the stress on facing he did carry away from Memphis
ed me virile my poetry — farbily, later ones like "The Freedom
League,
National
Urban
of
the
nal
Train" and "Merry-Go-Round"
It is generally admitted that Illinois is reality and telling the tale like it more than lie brought ... a gifted
and pictorial coverage in a recent edition of
began to publish young Negro friends, fans — some givers of
young
Memphis woman as his writers, and much of my poetry appreciation and encouragement, and new ones like "Africa" and
U. I. Buyers Digest, a nationally circulat- a leading state of the nation in every way
"Island." There are recent poems
HE KNEW HOW .. .
and yet large enough to accept newcomers Mr. Wilson brought to Memphis wife, and the promising child she appeared therein. In 1925, I was others aiding with the quite tan- in the folk manner like "Mi s x
business publication.
bore him. More power to him.
of
food
or
gible
gifts
shelter
or
the First OPPORTUNIBlues'es Child." And the whole of
Carried in all of the magazine's three without overcrowding. But more than that, something not many, if any Ne- His successor, Mr. Lutrelle Pal- awarded
TY Poetry Prize for my poem, money. The hundreds of letters I my sequence of poems from the
gro newsmen have brought to this mer, apparently is a man of
have
received
over
the
years
from
regional editions, the article recites the Illinois recognizes the value of new industry town
the
and
it
gave
Blues"
Weary
"The
be-hop era, "Montage of a Dream
in a recent memory. He
great story of Illinois "Inland Empire." It and is welcoming it, a factor not to be over- brought experience here well Same cloth as Mr. Wilson. Mem• the title to my first book publish- unknown readers saying they like Deferred" (from which the title of
phis will welcome Mr. Palmer ed the following year.
this
poem
or
that
have
been
food
looked by industry seeking a new home.
the new Broadway hit play is dequotes an Illinois official as saying:
him He was not feeling his way, with interested approval.
My literary career began in, to the ego.
rived, "A Raisin In The Sun")
Published by the Universal Interchange,
"In this age of the 'westward movement'
for a number of years was Such a letter once came from finds a place now in my "Selected
and
rently said that Americans have a nurtured by Negro publications.
trend and the opening of vast markets Inc., Los Angeles, the U. I. Buyers Digest
false sense of values, that they It took quite a little while for me Havelock Ellis in England whom Poems."
I never met. And once Ezra Pound These poems, old and new, in
west of the Mississippi, any industry that Is one of the nation's leading magazines.
are willing to pay $25 to $30 a day
to e bigger maga- wrote me saying he was glad to my latest book reflect all t h e
at a swank resort but balk at pay- to work upPOETRY,
hopes to meet the new demands from the Its report on Illinois should open the eyes of Retarded Children
THE
NEW
zines like
come across a poem he could un- places I have been and all the
west, as well as fulfilling its commit- many industries which are looking for a Dear Editor. On behalf of the ing for medical care. Well. Doctor, YORKER, ESQUIRE, and THE derstand — one that I had writ- people I have met along the
way,
there
are
many
people
who
have
Illinois Council for Mentally Reten, Charming notes from charm- or have known by letter or card.
SATURDAY EVENING POST.
ments to the east and the southwest, could new home.
tarded Children and the members few luxuries, and live in constant Some of my first published po- ing ladies like Eartha Kitt 'lave To all these people, my thanks for
of its 43 parent groups, I want to fear that a serious illness will ems were written in high school. helped to brighten my life. And helping these poems come into bethank you and your staff for help- strike them when they are unable "The Negro Speaks of Rivers" certain old friends who greet my ing. To all the places I have been,
ing us tell our story during Na' to pay for it. If you don't have was written on a train heading every hook with heartwarming thanks, too to all the pencils,
tional Retarded Children's Week. money, you die. Let's face it, doc- Southward toward Mexico just aft- words, have aided me no end in pens, and typewriters that have
It is through efforts such as tors are not interested in poor er high school graduation. "Moth- writing my poetry.
transfered to paper the words of
yours that eventually public patients.
er To Son" and many other early My long-time publisher, Alfred these poems, my gratitude. And
To bring this collaboration within the awareness
New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller is
of the situation will We know that a lot of study and poems were composed in Toluca A. Knopf, in 1926 brought out my of course to the publishers printshowing signs of social consciousness beyond realm Of actuality, Governor Rockefeller lead to solutions for many of the money go into a doctor's training,
Mexico, where I lived for a year. first book of poems. "The Weary ers, and printing presses that
the usual political gesture. Having strug- proposes Certain legislative Steps, namely: problems confronting retarded and we appreciate the fact that Others were written during my Blues." Now, this Spring, Knopf make out of words a hook, Mt
children and their parents.
really
earn
their
fees;
but
they
freshrnan stay in College at Col- is publishing the biggest of my publication date, March 23, 1959,
gled heroically against popular will to raise
1. More effective use of authorized
Kenneth W. Boaden they and the hospitals should real- umbia university. And the next volumes to date, my "Selected Pomy thanks.
taxes and thus put his state on a pay-asstate bond funds;
ize that poor people too are human
Costly
Medical
Care
beings.
you-go basis, he is now tackling with equal
2. Continuation of present tempoMarjorie Piper, Jr.
Dear Editor: Dr. Van Dellen rer and foresight the housing question—
rary abatement of local real estate
social
proerica's number One critical
taxes;
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111C
blem.
3. Use of urban renewal property to
comparof
public
officials
While other
lower land acquisition costs;
able stature are dodging this problem as
I. Organization of local sponsoring 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIt
best they may. or hiding behind the smokecommittees to develop a local midscreen of expediency, or allowing their efdle-income housing program; and
forts to be snarled up in endless tangles of
5. Opportunity for transferring the
local intrigues, Rockefeller unhesitatingly
new housing to full private ownerThe Alsop brothers, Joseph and chased young men. She liked the The young handsome RAP' offithrows the full weight of his executive
ship after a period of 15 years.
Stewart, noted newsmen and col- boys, but she also loved England. cer who persuaded Lady Houston
search
the
power and striking personality to
umnists have written a book, "The It seems that the pennypinching to part with her cash gave hie
This program as outlined by the Governor.
for a satisfactory solution to the problem of
Reporter's Trade," which includes Chancellor of the Exchequer re- love instead of his life for his
developers
only
to
will be of benefit not
some gems that will interest most fused to approve the Royal Air country. Who knows? His was the
middle-income urban residents.
rental housing, but also to sponsors of
Americans, particularly those who Force budget for more planes even kiss that saved England.
His message to the state legislature of
though Hitler was breathing down The Alsops touch upon one othkeep up with the newspapers.
to be jointly owned by the occuProjects
that
statement,
opening
articulates, in its
You will remember that the Al- England's neck. This is the way er fact which few people outside
cooperatives. It is
called
pants—commonly
decent housing at costs the people can reasops gave the word "egg-head" to the Alsops explain how the RAF of the newspaper fraternity appreevident that Mr. Rockefeller is giving a
the English language during the finally got those famous Spitfires: ciate. It is the question of friend
sonably afford must be made available.
tremendous impetus to the middle-income
campaign of Adlai Stevenson for "In brief, one of those who sav- ship. The Alsopa state: "The truth
Those who cannot meet the price of privatethe presidency. They were the ed Britain from the British Treas- is that any good reporter must be
housing construction.
financed new housing and who are not
first to use it although it origi- ury's blue pencil was a halfmad prepared to lose a friend, at least
In the most recent election, New York
nated with their brother, John. but immensely rich old widow im- for a while, if the friend is pro7rthe lowest income group for which there
state housing
"After Stevenson's serious and bued with a passionate, old-fash- moted to one of the principal pubhas been provided subsidized public housing, voters approve the issuance of
rather difficult atomic energy ioned patriotism, and suffering lic offices. When a man reaches
These
$100,000,000.
amount
of
bonds
in
the
consideration.
substantive
should be given
speech in Hartford, Conn., this re- from a sad weakness for the coin the real heights — when he be
The New York Governor is enough of a bond funds were approved for the purpose
porter remarked to a rising young pany of handsome young men. comes Secretary of State, say, or
Republican that a good many in- Lady Houston WAS her name and Secretary of Defense, or Secretary
student of urban problems to realize that of providing loans to limited-profit housing
rental
telligent people, who would be con- in the interwar years. when we of the Treasury — he becomes A
high cost of site acquisition, construction companies for the construction of new
sidered normally Republican, ob- ran into her once in that former chief actor in the public drama,
and mortgage financing makes it difficult and cooperative housing for middle-income
viously admired Stevenson, 'Sure,' meeting place of all the world, always on the stage, always join•
for priwas the reply, 'all the eggheads Rosa Lewis' Cavendish Hotel, we ing in the dialogue. comment on
or impossible for private enterprise, acting groups who cannot afford to pay
love Stevenson. But how many both pitied the silly, fat. aged co- his performance in turn becomes
alone, to fill the gap in the middle income vately-financed new housing.
egg-heads do you think there are'?" quette and felt contempt for the continuously necessary: and if th•
Illinois could well follow the example set
range.
The "rising young Republican" young RAF Apollo. hardly more reporter's comment is honest, the
Mr. Rockefeller insists that it is incum- by New York. Savings in land acquisition
referred to above was their broth- than a third of her age, who was public man will not always like it.
er, John. Shortly after they wrote her embarrassed escort.
All actors think the drama critbent upon the state to find new ways to costs can greatly assist in lowering the price
this column the nrd "egghead" "But the RAF Apollo was in ics under-rate them, and sooner
help private enterprise to meet those vital of new middle-income housing. Chicago, in
began to appeal in newspaper fact on duty, ordered by his des- or later, all public men whose achousing needs. This was the central theme particular, can significantly help if it makes
stories all over ti • nation and to- perate superior officers to get tions are continuously reported
day It has won a ermanent place funds from Lady Houston to fi- begin to think reporters misunderof his message to the legislature. It is his land available on favorable terms by comIn the language. I ,en the intellec- nance the Spitfire development, stand them."
view that an upsurge of more dwellings bining a middle-income houising program
tuals have begur to call them- which the British Treasury had The late Col. Robert R. mcCor.
with
program.
This
renewal
the local urban
within the financial reach of "our middle.
selves egghead ar with some lit rut off. Those Spitfire squadrons mick of the Chicago Tribune is
that barely turned the balance credited with the remark that ho
tie pride too.
Aficome urban residents can be attained only can easily he done if politicians and greedy
The most unusu ,1 and fantastic of the battle in the darkest, most did not like to make new friends
Wrough an action program of collaboration and prejudice-minded realtors are brought
of 1940, were uI because sooner or later something
".. . An' When They Made You Daddy-0 — They Had story in the book 'nr my money, hopeless hours to
of local and state government with private into line with the imperative needs of the
I,ady Houston, in the paper would nffend them.
however, is the o about an old timately owed
groups."
interested
community.
thought
so pitiful," Reporting is tough on friendship,
enterprise and other
had
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